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1. INTRODUCTION

The magnetospheric substorm is a natural phenomenon associated with splendid

visual effects and complex scientific descriptions. The substorm concept came

from Akasofu who attempted to organize a wealth of all-sky camera data into a

single cohesive picture. Today, Akasofu's original auroral substorm concept is

known to be manifest in many complementary data sets (magnetic bay phenomena,

polar magnetic substorms, ionospheric substorms, proton aurora, VLF emissions, etc.),

and it has become apparent that a full understanding of the substorm process will

irequire a very comprehensive knowledge of the magnetosphere, including its

coupling mechanisms to the solar wind and ionosphere.

The substorm is a major event characterized by time dependence, vast spatial

scales, and probably non linear physical processes. For these reasons, a complete

observational definition of a substorm is not yet available. In this research,

we addressed certain aspects of substorm behavior using specific data sources

and well defined models.

In chapter 2, we report on a study made of the feasibility of substorm de-

tection at subauroral latitudes that would utilize the AFGL magnetometer network.

High latitude magnetic disturbances and gradients are very large during sub-

storms and are often associated essentially with overhead auroras and currents.

IIn contrast, mid latitude magnetic signatures are smaller but distributed more
widely geographically than at high latitudes. We have studied the amplitude and

* longitudinal extent of mid latitude signatures to serve as indicators of sub-

storm occurrence. The reliability of this approach, evaluated for available data

samples, depends upon such factors as the longitudinal wedge of the mid latitude

station coverage, the local time of this wedge during a substorm event and the

intensity and duration of the substorm. From our study, a mid latitude magnetic

index is defined and an operational scheme developed for substorm detection.
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In Chapter 3, a review is given of micropulsations as indicators of geo-

magnetic activity. The AFGL sub auroral chain has a digital data base and is well

suited to be used in a procedure to formulate and calibrate a micropulsation

index of geomagnetic activity level.

Chapters 4 and 5 deal with the global ionospheric distribution of currents

driven by field aligned currents, and the properties of the ground magnetic

signature associated with such currents. The model developed to determine global

ionospheric distributions uses input variables that are known to calculate

selected output variables quantitatively. The input variables are the driving

currents distributed in the auroral zone and the ionospheric conductivity. These

* input variables are defined by observational evidence. The calculated output

variables are the ionospheric electric field, potential, and currents. Model

limitations and desirable generalizations are discussed in detail.

Determination of the ground magnetic signature from a configuration of currents

is, in principle, a straight-forward matter if all the currents are known. In

our case, however, we have a firm handle only on the ionospheric portion of the

currents. The crucial missing parts of the current network are induced earth

currents and the upwards (three dimensional) extension and closure of the field

aligned currents in the magnetosphere. The comparative roles of Pederson and Hall

currents, the shielding effects of the ionosphere, and other physical considerations

necessary for a reliable determination of the ground magnetic signature are dis-

cussed in context.

Chapters 6 and 7 relate to studies made on auroral boundary locations. Ob-

servational information is given in Chapter 6 on: the location of the equator-

ward auroral boundary as a function of K and AE; and the location of the pole-
p

ward boundary as a function of Dst. Boundary locations were determined from DMSP

images. In Chapter 7 a model is developed that relates properties of the ring

current to the size of the polar cap. Through parametric representation, the



axially symmetric ring current evolves into a storm time configuration with an

associated growth in Dst. Ring current parameters are the inner edge location

and the distance where the beta of the plasma is unity. The ring current is

shown to contribute substantially to the change in polar cap size (taken to be

determined by the poleward auroral boundary) during magnetic storms.

i

- -
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2. MID LATITUDE INDICATORS OF SUBSTORM ACTIVITY

A. Introduction

Magnetospheric SUbstorms inf 1 uence magnet ic fields on the earth's surface

at. places far removed from the site of spec tacul ar auroral di spi avs and Ion-

ospheric disruptions. Magnet ic bays ar stil :itrora I mid, and low I at itzides

have been at trihuted to Ionospheric r tutrn currents from auroral elec trolets

(Rostoker, 1966), or to an asymmetric partlil i-ri current closing in the

magne-t oqhere (Otumings 66, Ak;-0l 111( Men% , 469.- Crool~er and 'cPher-ron

1971; Ftikunishi and Kamide, 1973). In A atIII Ofd .4 oordinmed satellite and

ground based data, McPhorron (197'j) usqed midj I~i iile i i iv, it havs ucar local4

midnight as a prime Indicator of ,iibst om onset, l. Hoot ed thtat miIl at i bde

magnietic signatures were ;im[pler than autrora I zone i('cords which are commoni v

affected by intense, rapidly changing ovi-rhi~ad cuirrents. Other magnetic

phenomena which have been connected with subst erniL, are- bursts, of Pi 2 pul sat ions

(Saito et a] ., 1976) and long period oc ains(Wani- ct al ., 19)77).

The purpose of this sttudy is to explore the ut 1i I at ioni of the AFGI, sub-

auroralI, five station magnetometer notwork to deteoct thle occurrence and strength

of magnetospherlc substorms . The--e( AF(d. st atfis operate. atit omatfIcall\v to

p rovide high time resolIut ion, 3 component inagnetfIc dat a (Knecht and Paz ich , 1976),

anid are locateI in Washington, South Dakota, "'isconsin,. Michigan, and

MassachuLsettS (F iguire 2. 1) . The stat ion nit'twork span-; aibout 4 houirs oif loc al

tine (60" of longi tude) at 550 CCI. (Corrected Gcomngtctc Latittude). (Two

add it ional stat ions In Calliforn ia andI Fl1orfIdoi arc iiow ope rat iona I but are not

used in this st tidv.) Lincoln (1967) andl Rest o1ker (10t72 ) have reviewed and
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appraised the more common geomagnetic indices. Details of the most familiar

indices, K and AE (Auroral Electrojet), are given by Mayaud (1967), Davis andp

Suguira (1966), and Allen and Kroehl (1975). An implicit requirement for the

quality of any geomagnetic index is reasonably complete longitudinal coverage,

a property that the AFGL network does not offer. Given this limitation, we

must focus on the local time dependence of magnetic effects accompanying sub-

storms.

Contour maps of mid latitude magnetic variations in local time vs. universal

time were constructed by Clauer and McPherron (1974) to describe the time de-

v. lopment of substorms as seen by stations at low latitudes. They emphasize that

mid latitude signatures are highly dependent on location relative to the sub-

storm's central meridian. For example, an idealized magnetospheric-ionospheric

current system centered on local midnight produces positive H variations about

local midnight and smaller negative H changes on the dayside tending to zero near

local noon. Caan et al. (1978) and Kokubun and [ijima (1975) employed superposed

epoch methods to depict the statistical local time behavior of midlatitude sig-

natures accompanying selected substorms, The selection criteria in Caan et al.

were limited to mid latitude bays within 5 hours of local midnight to avoid con-

tamination by si events. World wide magnetic changes caused by an si could be

misinterpreted as indication of a substorm if only one local time sector 16

considered. Substorm triggering by an si or ssc has been analyzed by Kokubun

et al. (1977), who found that high AE (> lOy) and southward B were necessaryz

preconditions before the solar wind event. They suggested that a favorable tail

configuration allowed triggering.

Substorms are usually more complicated than a simple process of expansion

and recovery. In their study of multiple onset substorms, Pytte et al. (1976)

stated that Pi 2 bursts seemed to accompany each brightening of an equatorward

A
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auroral arc, while sub auroral and mid latitude magnetic activity signaled west-

ward travelling surges. However, when substorm expansion begins during the

recovery of an earlier substorm in the same local time sector, mid latitude

positive H bays near local midnight may not clearly distinguish the two events

(Kamide et al., 1977). Thus, it is not a simple matter to identify unequivocally

every substorm on the basis of mid latitude magnetic bays, especially during

extended periods of magnetic conditions which favor continuous substorm activity.

A simple current system designed to explain high and low latitude magnetic

disturbances during substorm expansion was discussed in a detailed analysis of

a single event (McPherron et al.,1973). Rostoker (1974) suggested a modification

of this system featuring field aligned currents which feed the east and west

clectrojets at dawn and dusk, and has an upward field aligned current at the Harang

discontinuity connecting to the tall current. More recent treatments of current

systems seek to explain conditions during moderate activity (Hughes and Rostoker,

1977), the dynamics of dayside auroral and cusp movements (Yashuhara et al., 1975;

Eather et al., 1979), and seasonal asymmetries between northern and southern

hemispheres (Cizler et al., 1976). Finally, there is a class of events reported

by PXtte et al. (1978) which they call "convection substorms". These events

produce sustained negative bays in the auroral zone but exhibit hardly any mid

latitude Indications of field aligned currents originating in the tail. Instead

of impulsive releases of stored energy symptomatic of ordinary substorms, it

appears that a steady transfer of energy from the solar wind to the Ionosphere

may power the process.

Park and Meng (1973) found that mid latitude magnetic activity did not

correlate woll with ionospheric electric fields deduced from F layer disturbances,

and concluded that the currents responsible for the mid latitude activity instead

must flow In the magnetosphere. Model studies by Yashuhara et al.(1975) with
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field aligned currents into a conducting ionosphere also showed remarkably little

current spreading to mid and low latitudes.

Additional studies of the way field aligned currents distribute globally in

the ionosphere have been conducted quantitatively by Nopper and Carovillano (1978),

Nisbet et al.(1978), and Kamide and Matsushita (1979). These authors use field

aligned current patterns as inputs, like those derived from satellite data by

Iijima and Potema (1978), and solve for the ionospheric electric field using tensor

conductivity models and Ohm's law. (This topic is the subject of chapter 4 of

this report.) One result of this work is that effects traditionally credited to

equivalent ionospheric currents at mid latitudes, which represent return currents

from the auroral electrojets, are a consequence of the field aligned current systems.

This brief introduction should serve to highlight some of the complexities

and uncertainties surrounding the topic of substorm current systems. The current

effort is phenomenological in approach and concentrates on the statistical re-

lationship between changes in the midlatitude H component (X components in the

AFGL chain) and the intensity of the AE index. The procedure we develop has

limitations, but it also has the virtues of simplicity and objectivity. In

addition, our method should be applicable even when all data is interrupted

momentarily, or when one or more stations is lost for an extended period.

B. The Relationship Between Auroral and Mid Latitude Magnetic Signatures

In this section the relationship between auroral zone and mid latitude magnetic

activity is examined qualitatively. The AFGL magnetometer chain is our main

source of information on mid latitude activity; magnetograms from Fredericksburg

(FB) and Boulder (BD) supply additional data in the local time sector of the AFGL

chain. Aurora] zone activity indicating substorms is selected from H component

nmagnetograms recorded at 9 high latitude stations of the AE network. A map

II
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showing the stations used in this study appears in Figure 2.1. Table 2.1 lists

the station names, symbols, and Corrected Geomagnetic coordinates. Figure 2.2

displays 5 cases of magnetic bay onsets, designated by vertical lines, which

occurred on December 9, 1976 in the high latitude network. As expected from the

extensive literature on substorm studies, bay onsets usually are observed first

by stations located near local midnight. Thus, from 00-12 UT, onsets generally

are seen in the Canadian sector, while from 12-24 UT it is the Russian sector

that is affected the most. The vertical dashed lines in Figure 2.2 correspond

to those in Figure 2.3, which shows X and Y components from the AFGL chain on

the same day, December 9, 1976. First, we note that in Figure 2.2 significant

changes in the average slope of the X and Y components at mid latitude coincide

with high latitude magnetic bay on onsets (solid lines). These changes occur at

most or all of the AFGL stations and are roughly simultaneous with the bay onsets

(within about 20 minutes). On this particular day, it appears that for the event

at 1520 UT the Y component gives a somewhat better indication of substorm onset,

although less (listinct but perceptible changes in the X components did take place

about 20 minutes earlier.

In addition to the activity in Figures 2.3 and 2.4 accompanying auroral zone

bay onsets, there are gross patterns at other times which also indicate some

degree of high latitude disturbances. This "class" of events typically is described

at mid latitude by sharper changes in the Y component than in the X component;

such cases are marked by dashed vertical lines in both Figures 2.3 and 2.4.

Referring again to the high latitude magnetograms in Figure 2.2, we notice that

the solid lines (by definition) indicate onsets of major magnetic bays, while the

dashed lines, selected on the basis of mid latitude magnetic activity, occur with

less pronounced bays taking place both before and after major onsets.
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S tat ion Symbol CC Latitude (N) CC Longitude (E)

Tixi-c Bay TI 65.6 195.1

Dixon Island DI 67.9 154.7

Ki rmia KR 64.3 104.8

Le irvo);i r LR 66.6 71.1

Great Whale R CR14 68.2 353.7

Fort Churchill FC 70.3 325.9

Baker Lake BL 75.1 320.4

Co~l ge CO 64.9 260.3

Freder icksburg FR 50 352

BcIT I i 0L RD 950 315

S!dtlvMA 55.8 1.9

Mt . Clemons mi 55.8 344.8

Camp DetiglIas WI 56.3 334.2

Rapid City SD 54.1 317. 3

Newport WA 55.2 299.6

lait Ic v:. 1 1.1st of s tat ions used in tis, report . sviiiho is appear at station locations
in Figure 2.1. Corrected Geomagnetic coordina;tes are North Latituide and
East [,ongittido. AFGL stat ion sybos d!Chte' thle state in which the
Installation is located.
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The purpose of this discussion is to demonstrate the range of possible

inferences to be drawn from a mid latitude magnetic data set spanning 4 hours

of local time. A reasonable conclusion from the rather complicated example in

Figures 2.3 and 2.4 is this:

A sustained, rapid change in the X and Y components

occurring almost simultaneously at more than one

midlatitude station indicates that significant

magnetic bay activity has commenced at auroral

zone latitudes; definite changes mainly in the

Y components at mid latitudes suggest less im-

portant high latitude activity occurring before

or after major onsets.

Different interpretations are possible in the single example cited in the figures.

For example, it could be argued in Figure 2.4 that the activity at 1420 UT is

seen also in the X components at MA and MI, or that the major high latitude bay

beginning at 1520 UT is not reflected clearly in the midlatitude X component data.

In the next section we try to remove or reduce such ambiguities and uncertainties.

This is done by making detailed comparisons of mid latitude data from Fredericksburg

and Boulder (used to substitute for unavailable AFGL chain data at the time of

this study) with AE index data representing auroral zone magnetic activity. Finally,

a simple quantitative scheme using AFGL chain data is proposed and examples of its

application given.

C. Correlations between Mid Latitude Activity and AE

To assess the applicability of mid latitude magnetic activity occurring at

various local times, we analyzed 4 months of magnetograms from Fredericksburg (FB)

and Boulder (BD). The magnetic activity at these two stations were compared with

the level of auroral zone disturbance depicted in plots of 2.5 minute averaged

Auroral Electrojet (AE) index values. Auroral zone events, defined here as

significant enhancements in AE discernible by eye, were collected into 200y
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intervals of increasing strength. The peak value of AE determined both the time

and strength of an event. Examples of AE events occurring in an 8 day period

(October 9-16, 1972) appear in Figure 2.5. The peak values, in hundreds of

gammas, are given above each enhancement. H component magnetograms from FB

over the same time period are shown in Figure 2.6; AE enhancements and their

strength are indicated at appropriate times above each trace in the same manner

as Figure 2.5. It is obvious that there is a wide range of mid latitude activity

accompanying auroral zone events, but that, in a rough way, activity at FB is

stronger with larger AE events.

In order to uncover a more definite relationship between auroral zone and

mid latitude magnetic behavior, a better characterization of mid latitude activity

is needed. After a survey of FB and BD magnetogras it was decided that three

descriptive levels of activity would be adequate; these levels are:

(1) Strong: a definite, sudden change in the average slope of the

H or D component;

(2) Moderate: distinct irregular activity in the range of 5-20y

amplitude;

(3) Weak: little or no apparent activity.

The strong level corresponds to the mid latitude indication of auroral zone bay

onset given in Figures 2.3 and 2.4. The moderate level includes lesser activity

which is nonetheless obvious, like that mentioned in Figures 2.3 and 2.4.

In our procedure, the activity level at FB and BD is assigned by the above

criteria at the time of each AE event. This yields 4 seperate activity estimates

for an event, one from each component (H and D) at both stations. Then the 4

estimates are "superposed" so that the most active station component characterizes

each event. Such a procedure is similar to creating AE indices, where the most

highly disturbed station contributes solely to the index. But, unlike the entire

circle of local time coverage provided by the AE network, FB and BD span less than
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3 hours of local time.

Figure 2.7 shows how 806 AE events occurring from October 2, 1972 through

January, 1973 were distributed in strength and time. The first histogram gives

the number of events in each 200y interval of increasing AE. AE ranges for each

interval are listed in the figures. The second histogram shows the diurnal

occurrence of events, regardless of strength, collected in 3 hour intervals of UT.

Corresponding to each UT interval there is a local time in Figure 2.7 which gives

the sector that FB and BD occupied at the time of each event. The midpoint

between the two stations defines the local time sector.

The distribution of events by strength shows that almost two-thirds of all

events are less than 600y in amplitude. Above 600y the numbers decrease smoothly

and rapidly to about 25 cases (3%) above I000y. The diurnal variation is less

regular; occurrences peak markedly during 18-21 UT and decrease by about 45% at

06-09 UT.

All 806 AE events are categorized by the three level (qualitative) description

of mid latitude activity defined earlier. Using, clusters of 3-bar histograms,

Figures 2.8 and 2.9 display actual numbers of events filling into any combination

of AE strength, local time sector, and mid latitude activity. The first, second,

and third bars in each 3-bar histogram cluster enumerate cases of weak (W),

moderate (M), and strong (S) midlatitude activity, respectively. The 3-bar histo-

grams are grouped by intervals of increasing Al strength into 8 histograms dis-

tinguished by the local time sector in which mid latitude activity was recorded.

This somewhat complicated format gives the actual numbers used below in determining

conditional probabilities; in addition, it reveals general trends and permits an

appraisal of statistical significance which would he lost if ratios were taken

immediately.

Considering one example in detail , the upper left histogram in FIgure 2.8

includes all AE events that occurred when FB and BD were in the 07-10 CCLT

L 1
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79 i
200

Ix

I1 100 I00

2

3 6 4 8
AE INTERVAL TIME INTERVAL

1 0-200 1 00-03 19-22
2 03-06 22-012 O0- 400 3 06-09 01-04

3 400-600 4 09-12 0407
4 600-800 5 12-15 07-10
5 800-1000 6 15-18 10-13
6 >1000 7 18-21 13-16

8 21-00 16-19

Fi:zur 2.7 Distribution of 806 AE events, identified during October 1972 - .lanuary
1973, according to strength (left histogram) In 200y Intervals of AF,

and UT of occurrence (right histogram), in 8 three-hour intervals of
UT and CGLT at FB and BD. Midpoint between FB and BD defines the
CGLT interval. Intervals span the bes,,inning of the first hour to the

beginning of the second (00 - 03 LIT - 0000 - 0300 UT).
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Flgiirt- 2.9 Breakdown of nightside mid latitude responges. Same format as Figure 2.8.
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(Corrected Geomagnetic Local Time) sector. Weak mid latitude activity dominated

for events in the two lowest strength intervals (AE < 400y). Strong mid latitude

activity prevailed when the AE of an event was greater than 400y. For all day-

side sectors (Figure 2.8) the majority condition at mid latitudes changes from

weak to strong activity with AE = 40 0-600y. When FB and BD were on the night-

side (Figure 2.9) the same change to strong mid latitude activity occurs with

weaker substorm events (AE = 200-400y).

Percentages for mid latitude magnetic activity calculated from Figures

2.8 and 2.9 are presented in Figure 2.10. Again, each histogram in Figure 2.10

represents all events that occurred while FB and BD were in the indicated local

time sector. Percentages are plotted vs. AE Intervals with the same ranges as

in Figures 2.7-2.9. The set labeled strong shows relative percentages of strong

activity, compared with moderate and weak, for increasing levels of AF strength.

The set labeled "strong and moderate" combines events with strong or moderate

mid latitude activity.

Figure 2.10 depicts the data in Figures 2.8 and 2.9 compactly and quantifies

the properties of the three level activity index described above. For example,

approximately 50% of the mid latitude responses in 10-13 CGI.T sector are strong

for an AE enhancement of 4 00-600y (interval 3). rhe percentage increases to

nearly 70% in that local time sector for the same AF category when moderate re-

sponses are added (lower set of histograms). A careful comparison of the upper

two rows of histograms reveals that strong responses reach or exceed 507 (48% at

10-1H CGLT) when AE is 400-600y or more for daytime local sectors, plotted in the

top row. In the second row containing nighttime sectors, ')10 is reached whon

AE is only 200-400y (interval 2).

In general, the occurrence of strong activity at mid latitudes suggests

different probabilities of high latitude activity, depending on whether the ob-

servation Is made on the day or night side of the earth. on the day side,
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CGLT STRONG
07-10 10-13 13-16 16-19

W 50-

WU 1 l
3 6 3 6 3 6 3 6

AE INTERVAL

19-22 22-01 01-04 04-07
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01-
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Sit, P) t1listcgrm11s showing the proportion ot strong responses (top panel),

relatkv, to moderate and weak, accompanying AE enhancements in inttrval:i
of in,'i t,.in ri strengtlh (def ined in Iigire 2.7). I)avside local time

.vctors i the first row, nightside In the second. Bottom panel, In

th lit fmr rrit Is tile top, Co0btihe.s stroml and moderate responses.
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discrimination between relatively weak and strong AE activity is quite good. That

is, strong responses are rather infrequent until AE exceeds 400y. On the night

side discrimination is poorer because weaker AE enhancements elicit a large share

of strong responses, but the reliability is greater because almost all very large

AE enhancements are detected; all responses are strong for AE greater than 600y

in the 19-04 CGLT sector, and nearly 100% in the 04-07 CCLT sector.

There are two exceptions to the general day and night behavior. First,

in the lowest AE interval of the 04-07 CGLT sector, strong responses occur pro-

portionately less compared with the other nighttime sectors. Second, and more

interestingly, the noon sector (10-13 CGLT) behaves more like the night sectors

in that strong responses exceed 90% during large AE enhancements (> 600y). This

reverses the trend beginning in the dawn sector (04-07 CGLT) of decreased sensitivity

to large AE events. After noon (13-19 CCLT) the proportion of strong responses

decreases again until a sharp recovery occurs after dusk (19-22 CGLT).

In summary, two general statements can be made concerning the effectiveness

of strong mid latitude magnetic response, defined earlier in this section, as an

indicator of high latitude magnetic activity characterized by the AE index.

(1) At stations located in the night sectors, strong

responses accompany over 50% of AE enhancements in the

20 0-400y range. With AE > 600y the percentage is almost

always 100%.

(2) Stations in the day sectors have 50% strong responses

when AE is 400-600y. When AE exceeds 600y, the propor-

tion of strong responses occurring in pre noon sectors

is above 80%. After noontime, the proportion is

somewhat lower, 70%, for AF in the 6 00-800y interval.

Combining strong and moderate responses (lower panel in Figure 2.10) does not

alter these results appreciably. It assures the detection of extremely large AE

enhancements (> 800y) at all local times, but greatly reduces the ability to dis-

criminate between large and small enhancements in the night sectors. As a
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practical tool it appears that a strong response is the least ambiguous to

determine and the cleanest to interpret. In the next section, a more quantitative

approach is adopted from the start. Although the technique is more refined, the

overall results are similar to those already stated above.

D. Description and Examples of Mid Latitude Variation Procedure

One direct indicator of magnetic activity is the incremental change in

a magnetic component over a specified time period. In this section, we apply

a simple, quantitative procedure to AFGL chain data that is based on the

qualitative descriptions of mid latitude activity presented earlier. Our

procedure may be likened to the production of Kp indices but omits elaborate

corrections and scaling devices, and, in particular, uses shorter time scales.

Our time scales are 1 hour or less compared to 3 hours for Kp indices, a factor

which should eliminate much of the need for quiet time corrections. For instance,

a typical substorm variation at 550 CGL is about 30y in I hour, while a diurnal

variation may amount to 10-20y occurring smoothly over 3 hours. During a 3 hour

time interval, the substorm contributes only lO-20y above the diurnal variation;

in contrast, over a 1 hour interval, the substorm variation would again amount

to about 30y, but the quiet time change only to about 3-7y.

Examples of AFGL chain data are given in the remainder of this section.

Seven days of data recorded in December, 1976 were scaled, averaged, and plotted

along with a provisional AE index, as shown in Figures 2.11-2.13. X and Y

component data from the AFGL chain appear in the upper two panels. Three

quantities per component are plotted In each hour: the hourly variation

averaged across the chain, plus the maximum and minimum hourly variations. An

.:7
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hourly variation is defined as the difference between the maximum and minimum

values attained during an hour at a station. A cross depicts the chain averaged

variation, and a bar indicates the range of variations measured across the

chain during 1 hour. The range tells how uniform activity was in the chain

sector.

To gauge the effectiveness of this procedure, we constructed an hourly

index similar to the AE index. The longitudinal coverage provided by 9 aurora]

zone stations (see Figure 2.1 for locations) is not ideal but should nermit adequate

detection of most high latitude activity. First, the maximum hourly deviation

of the H component from an estimated baseline was determined at each station.

Then, out of the 9 hourly deviations generated every hour, the largest was

selected as an appropriate value, an adaptation of the envelope of superposed

magnetograms used in true AE determinations.

The general behavior of the mid latitude components in Figures 2.11-2.13

is quite similar, except for somewhat greater variability in the Y component

during disturbed periods. Also, mid latitude variations during the night (00-12 UT)

are clearly different than those during the day (12-24 UT). The midpoint of

the chain, near WI, passes local midnight at approximately 06 UT and local noon

around 18 UT. A quiet level of X component variations appears to lie near 5-10y.

Large auroral zone disturbances (>400y) tend to produce X variations of 401

* or more when the chain sector is at night; in the day sector, X variations are

smaller but still noticeable.

Although a general correlation obviously exists between mid latitude

variations and high latitude magnetic activity, there is some disagreement in

the examples given. Particularly outstanding is the rapid decrease in mid

latitude variations after 12 UT on December 29 (Figure 2.13). Also, the high

Aj
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latitude event at 09 UT on December 30 is reflected poorly in the AFGL variations,

while a smaller event one day later at 03 UT is marked by distinct mid latitude

variations. Such discrepencies underscore the fact that the quantities plotted

here do not provide unambiguous descriptions of simultaneous auroral zone

and mid latitude magnetic activity. Improved descriptions might result from

more complicated considerations, such as use of more complex functions involving

X and Y components, different time scales, or analysis of frequency spectra.

At this stage, however, the natural next step is to explore the effectiveness

of using shorter time intervals.

Before investigating finer time scales, we present data from FB and BD

which was treated in the same way as the AFGL data in Figures 2.11-2.13. Hourly

H component variations from FB and BD are shown in Figures 2.14 a-d (upper panels)

along with 2.5 minute AE plots for the entire month of December, 1972. During

periods of prolonged, extremely low AE, the hourly variations were generally

less than 10y and often less than 5y (Dec. 5-6, 10, 12, 25, 27-28). However,

even with 1 hour time intervals, variations also resulted from smooth changes

associated with the Sq focus fixed near local noon. Clear cases are seen around

18 UT on December 1, 6, 21, and 27. A characteristic double wave appearance

is evident as first FB and then BD rotated through the H component depression.

At the other extreme, periods when AE was above 500y are reflected clearly by

mid latitude variations. There were no cases of very high AE when one or both

mid latitude variations were under lOy. Intervals of sustained AE activity

produced the greatest mid latitude activity, as seen on December 13, 15-16,

and 22-24. AE episodes reaching 70 0 -1 0 0 0 y generally were accompanied by

variations of 20y or more, regardless of the local time sector being monitored

at mid latitudes. Marked variations in the day sector occurred with activity
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during the latter half of the UT day on December 13, 15-16, 22-23, and 30.

Finally, just as our qualitative studies suggested, AE events of lesser magnitude

(<500y) are not always detectable in the mid latitude day sector. A comparison

between data on December 5 and December 18 reveals similar looking mid latitude

variations occurring between 12 and 24 UT, in spite of the very dissimilar

auroral zone conditions on the two days.

E. Comparison of Short Time Scale AFGL Data with Auroral Zone Magnetograms

AFGL date is now readily accessible in digital form on a two-minute averaged

time scale. These data can be used to calculate magnetic variations over any

longer time scale desired. Although 1 hour intervals were sufficient for

preliminary work with plotted data and normal magnetograms, such a time scale

is too coarse to exploit the full potential of good quality AFGL data. To move

toward a finer time scale, we show in figures 2.15 a-e the X component variations

every 10 minutes during June 2-5, 1978. Except for the finer time scale,

variations are calculated in exactly the same way as those appearing in Figures

2.11-2.13. It is interesting to observe the improvement in time resolution if

one compares Figures 2.15 a-e with Figures 2.16 and 2.17 a, b which treat the

data on June 2-3, 1978, with 1 hour and hour intervals, respectively.

Auroral zone magnetic activity during June 2-3 is shown in Figure 2.18.

A provisional AE index gives the maximum value achieved in each hour and is

derived from 4 stations, TI, DI, GWR and FC. As seen earlier in this study,

agreement between peak hourly AE and hourly mid latitude variations (Figure 2.16)

is fairly good. Note the correspondence between peaks in Figures 2.16 and 2.18

near 10, 14 and 19 UT on June 2 and near 00 UT on June 3. A large AE enhancement

at 19 UT on June 3 is clearly registered in Figure 2.16 with smaller variations

A!
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than one day before.

Two notable cases of improved time resolution are apparent in Figure 2.15 a-e.

A 100y variation occurring between 09 and 10 UT on June 2 (Figure 2.16) actually

commenced sometime between 0910 and 0920 UT in Figure 2.15a. Later in the

same day, a large hourly variation between 1800 and 1900 UT did not take place

until 1840 UT.

On a 10 minute time scale, it becomes profitable to refer directly to

auroral zone magnetograms (Figures 2.19 a-e). Although two stations alone

cannot observe everything taking place, TI and GWR are suitably located nearly

12 hours apart in local time and should give at least an indication of major

activity. Scanning the AFGL variation data in Figures 2.15 a-e, we see that

activity rose on June 2 at 0910, 1000, 1350, and 1840 UT; on June 3, at 00 and

0320 UT; on June 4, at 2230 UT; and on June 5, at 0500 UT. Each of these

occasions was accompanied by an identifiable high latitude event ranging in

activity from relatively mild (June 3, 00-03 UT) to severe (June 2, 09-21 UT;

June 4-5, 20-12 UT) as seen in Figures 2.19 a-e.

Inevitable exceptions in the overall agreement between Figures 2.15 and 2.19

cannot be overlooked. On June 3, at about 0330 UT, the AFGL data was quite

disturbed, but there .,.s curiously little activity at GWR and at Fort Churchill,

even though both stations were in the evening sector. In fact, there was more

activity at TI and DI than in the morning sector. On June 4, beginning at 03

UT, the AFGL data became very quiet while precisely at that time the Canadian

stations began to detect negative bays of about 250y in the midnight sector.

We have presented examples demonstrating the ability of magnetic variations

at mid and subauroral latitudes to indicate the state of auroral zone magnetic

activity. Even when observed in a restricted longitude sector of the size spanned
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by the AFGL chain, large substorms with AE>400y generally produce substantial

variations on 1 hour, hour and 10 minute time scales. However, weaker substorms

yield less consistent results, ranging from barely detectable to unexpectedly

large. Some failures undoubtedly stem from gaps in the AE network or in the

particular array of auroral zone stations used to identify substorms. Unless

high latitude coverage is extensive, an intense but highly localized disturbance

may affect some favorably located stations and give a false impression of

activity in the auroral zone, and consequently raise the expectation of mid

latitude activity. Insufficient station coverage does not explain satisfactorily

the converse problem of large mid latitude magnetic variations but little or no

auroral zone activity. In this case, the procedure shows a lack of discrimination

between substorm effects and variations coming from other sources. Fortunately,

based on the limited number of examples in this study, occurrences of this

problem appear to be relatively rare.

F. Summary and Estimate of Reliability

In the preceeding sections of this chapter, two related methods for deducing

high latitude magnetic activity from mid latitude data were developed and evaluated.

The first procedure employs a qualitative 3-level scale of magnetic response which

was applied to magnetograms from Fredericksburg and Boulder over a 4 month period.

Results from this preliminary study demonstrated that such a scheme, although quite

unsophisticated, can detect most substorm activity producing AE enhancements above

400-y if the mid latitude stations are in the night sector, or above 600y if the

stations are in the day sector.

The second method involves net excursions of the magnetic X component recorded

at AFGL stations. Figure 2.20 illustrates the procedure with data from the

Wisconsin station taken over two 8-hour intervals in December, 1976; boxes de-

lineating hourly excursions are transferred to the AX plot directly below. AX plots

from the other AFGL stations also can be constructed, so that in each time interval
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up to five basic measurements (MA' W AXSD and AXWA) can be computed,

depending on data availability. From these quantities average AX, maximum AX,

and minimum AX (.X , AX AXi) can be determined easily and plotted, as
ave'A max' AXmin

in Figures 2.15 - 2.17 (Section E). Treating in this manner the limited amount of

AFGL data available to us at the time of this study, it was found that 10 minute

time intervals vieid appreciable values of AX on the order of lOy or more whenave

AE exceeds 40O. This performance holds at all local times.

Although not used explicitly in our analysis, the extreme values of AX

(AXmax and '.X m n ) indicate the uniformity of disturbance across the chain sector,

and also provide some protection against bad data from a single station. For

example, a situation where AXM.A = 10Y, AXmi 20y, AXwI = 3 0y, AX SD = 40 , and

'XWA = 50-1 yields AX = WOy, AXmin  10y, and AX = 50Y. If a bad value from
Ave mmmax

WA makes AX.,A = 500y, instead of 50f, then ,1 ave = l20, AXmin = lOy, and X =

5001. The high value of AX , 120y, may not be unusual, but the large difference' ave

between AXave - AXmin and .Xmax - AX ave, lOy vs. 480y, would warn that a station

value might be in error.

Although there are not enough examples to determine the statistical reliability

of the quantitative procedure outlined above, data from the AFGL chain should equal,

if not exceed, the performance indicated by data from Fredericksburg and Boulder

(Figures 2.10 and 2.14 a-d). At 550 CCL, the AFGL chain is closer to substorm

current systems than FB and BD and spans an additional 1.5 hours in local time.

Both factors make it reasonable to expect AFGL chain data to be even more sensitive

and reliable than the FB and BD results. More extensive investigations with chain

data are needed to assess seasonal effects and wider ranges of magnetic activity.

As experience is gained, the procedure can be modified, such as by including tht

Y component, varyini, the time interval, or utilizying the sign of the excursion.

Fable 2.2 summarizes the procedure and lists some of its advantages and dis-

advantages. Sensitivity and reliability estimate- are based on qualitative and

7
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and quantitative results gathered from FB and BD. Examples from the AFGL chain

in December, 1976 and June, 1978 are consistent with these estimates.

, •• -- m m ..... •
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Pro( edure: I (,,oo -; time interval ( 1 g., 1 hour, 'j hour, i0 minutes)
2. 1,t,r int. \ comlponent excursion diring Lt Le I terval (e..

Ai = max-Xmin )
, where \max and Xmin are the maximum

ano minimum values attained (may occur at beginning or end
points of interval, c.f., Figure 2.20).

3. Calculate A.*ave (average of .X from stations reporting during
the interval.

4. Plot \,\ e against time. Range of AX given by ,Xmax iid
, min from stations reporting during each interval (c.f.,

Fig'ures 2.15 a-e, 10 minute Intervals).

Interpretation: AFGL chain (550 CGL), Sections 1) and E
>Xav 10A (10 minute Interval) generally implies

AE>",400y (c.f., Figures 2.15 a-e, Figure 2.16).

1B and BD (500 CCL), Sections B and C

Local time Peak AE StrongTesnses

n ight .20050
7.600y % 100%

day >400y w50'.
.-600-r 70-80'

Kd vLrn L aL es Disadvan ta es

I. >implicity I. Gives only an approxi-
L'.i be applied when one mation of AE strength
or more stations are missin;, 2. Detection delayed by
Sensitive to AE distiurbanccs the time interval
r,1a ted to substorms 1mployed.
Simple local time dependence

at 'e 2.2 Surmary of procedures and interpretations discussed in Chapter 2.
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3. MICROPULSATIONS AS INDICATORS OF GEOMAGNETIC ACTIVITY

A. Introduction

The question of correlation between geomagnetic activity and micro-

pulsations (ultra-low-frequency oscillations in the geomagnetic field) is

an intriguing problem in magnetospheric physics. It is generally accepted

that geomagnetic activity is driven by rht' solar wind (cf., Burch, 1974;

Crooker, 1975; and reviews therein, for background). In addition, micro-

pulsation occurrence correlates reasonably well with solar wind parameters

(cf., Raspopov and Lanzerotti, 1976; Lanzerotti and Fukunishi, 1974 for

theoretical background; and Troitskaya, 1967; Saito, 1969; Jacobs, 1970;

and Orr, 1973; for observational information). Thus, since both geomagnetic

activity and micropulsations are strongly related to the solar wind and correlate

well. with many of its parameters, it follows that the two phenomena should

correlate with each other. As will be shown later, reasonably good correlation

between micropulsation activity and geomagnetic activity has been found in a

number of studies.

In this sum:lry, we will first review the background literature on (i)

correlations between solar wind parameters and continuous davside micropul-

sations; ([i) relationships between the solar wind and geomagnetic activity;

and (i) the relation between micropulsat ions and geomagnetic activity. Then

we wil I discuss three recent sets of observa t ions which lend strong support

to the relationships suggeste. d earlier in the literature. Finally, we will

suggest ways in which the data from the AF(GL magnetometer network may be used

to formulate a micropulsation ;ndex which would reflect the state of

mat,,nftoopheric activity.

t
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Correlative studies have shown strong relationships between continuous

micropulsations and solar wind parameters. These include solar wind velocity

(Troitskaya, 1967), magnitude of the IMF (Gul'yel'mi and Bol'shakova, 1973),

and the angle between the IMF and the sun-earth line (Plyasova-Bakunina, 1972).

The work by Plyasova-Bakunina is in agreement with external wave

generation at the bow shock, as predicted by Greenstadt's mechanism; the

correlation is shown in Figure3.1. Note that Plyasova-Bakunina shows a high

occurrence frequency of Pc 2-4 when the projection of the angle between the

IMF and the sun-earth line is small. This correlation was supported by the

observations of Greenstadt and Olson (1976) using the amplitudes of Pc 3-4

measured at Calgary (L = 3.6) and the angle between the IMF and the sun-earth

line.

#/14

- ,a" n, -4 "

Figure 3.1. From Plyasova-Bakunina (1972): Occurrence frequency of
pulsations for intervals of angle y measured in the solar
wind at Imp 3,4. y is the projection onto the ecliptic
plane of the angle between the IMF and sun-earth line.

VOmn
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B. General Background

i) The Solar Wind and Micropulsations. it was originally suggested

by Dungey (1954) that micropulsations are the result of hydromagnetic oscil-

lations of the earth's geomagnetic field in the magnetosphere. Following

that work, micropulsation theory developed around the ideas of field line

resonance and resonance of the magnetospheric cavity. Observations from

latitudinal chains of magnetic observatories stimulated the extension of

those resonance theories to coupled waves to take account of non-uniformities

in the plasma and field distributions, and to account for latitude localization

of micropulsation activity (Radoski, 1974; Southwood, 1974; Lanzerotti et al.,

1974; Chen and Hasegawa, 1974a,b). Subsequent observations supported the

theory that Pc 3-5 micropulsations are the result of excitation of resonant

field lines inside the magnetosphere by oscillations at the magnetopause

(Arthur ot al., 1977; Hughes et al., 1977).

If micropulsations are generated by oscillations on the magnetopause,

what is the original driving force? Two mechanisms have been proposed for

this driving force. The first is the Kelvin-lielmholtz instability generated

at the magnetop. ,se by the flow of magnetosheath plasma along the flanks of

the magnetosphere (Southwood, 1968). Under the Kelvin-Helmholtz mechanism,

waves would he generated given a high solar wind speed and large angle between

the magnotosheath flow direction and the magnetic field directions on either

side of the magnetopause. The second magnetopause wave generation mechanism

is the dir(ct transmission of waves through the magnetosheath from the bow

shock (Greil.stadt, 1972). Under this mechanism, waves would be generated

prtferenttially for simall angles between the sun-earth line and the direction

of the solar wind magnetic field.

II I II II .I.. ,' .. . . . .. . ,
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ii) The Solar Wind and Geomagnetic Activity. It is generally accepted

that geomagnetic activity is driven by the solar wind. Whereas the mechanisms

by which energy is transferred are not well understood, a number of correlation

studies (cf., Burch, 1974; Crooker, 1975) strongly indicate that the transfer

mechanism involves merging between the IMF and the geomagnetic field. The

southward component of the IMF and solar wind speed give excellent correlations

with geomagnetic activity (Crooker et al., 1977; Burlaga and Lepping, 1977;

and others).

iii) Micropulsations and Geomagnetic Activity. Both dayside continuous

nicropulsations and geomagnetic activity correlate well with many solar wind

parameters. However, the two correlate differently and with different sets of

parameters, sothat a direct theoretical relationship between geomagnetic activity

and micropulsations is difficult to formulate.

Micropulsations made at Borok (L = 2.9) have shown a good correlation

between micropulsation period and Kp (Troitskaya, 1967). Figure 3.2 shows

those results. 6o .

%C Pc 2- 4)

4Cr

3Cfr *~ 10.I 0.
20 •

I020 0 ' *

0 2 4 5 6 7 8

KV

Figure 3.2 From Troitskaya (1967): Dependence of Pc 2-4 periods on Kp at Borok.

C, Recent Results

Three recent pieces of work have given significant credibility to the

mechanisms previously proposed for pulsation generation, and have given
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support to the possibility of producing a comprehensive micropulsation

index which would indicate the level of geomagnetic activity. Two of the

studies were based upon satellite observations and the third was based upon

ground micropulsation observations. Most importantly, all three studies used

digital data, which allowed flexible data manipulation and sophisticated

computer analysis.

Recent simultaneous observations of geomagnetic pulsations using three

synchronous satellites (Hughes et al., 1978) were in strong agreement with

generation of the waves by the Kelvin-Helmholtz mechanism. The data were

collected in February, 1975 when, for a few days, the three geosynchronous

satellites ATS 6, SMS 1, and SMS 2 were operating in close proximity. The

data were cross-spectral-analyzed to obtain phase differences between the

spacecraft. All periods of pulsation activity observed on the dayside of the

magnetosphere during one week were analyzed. Figure 3.3 shows the results

of power spectral analysis upon a typical micropulsation event observed during

the local morning. It should be noted that the same spectral peak was observed

at all three spacecraft (the separation between adjacent satellites was about

100) and that the signals were highly coherent.

During the local morning and early afternoon hours, it was found that

when there was a significant peak in the power spectrum at two satellites,

there was a fair degree of coherence between the two signals to enable calculation

of an in number (representing azimuthal wavelength). In local afternoon after

1400, however, this coherence often did not apply.

I I II IL , ,, m , ,, , , ,__ , .
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1425-1525 12 Feb 1975
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Figure 3.3. Spectra and cross-spectral coherence of the radial and azimuthal
magnetic fields obtained by the three space craft during a typical
local morning pulsation. From Hughes et al., (1978).

Figure 3.4 shows the variation of m number obtained as a function of time.

The results provide support for the Kelvin-Helmholtz wave generation mechanism.

In the vast majority of the morning events, the more easterly satellite

leads in phase, while around noon this trend is reversed, and in the early

afternoon the more westerly satellite leads. This indicates wave propagation

away from noon, in the same direction as the flow of the solar wind plasma

around the magnetopause.
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Figurc 3.4. The variation of the azimuthal wave number (in) as a function of
time. 'lean local noon is computed at the midpoint between ATS6
and SMS 1. From Hughes et al., (1978).

The lack of coherence between the signals observed at two different

satellites in the late afternoon indirnites a stron,, localization in longitude.

A possible source of those pulsations could be hot protons injected from

the nighiside. Thus, such pulsations would be expected to be associated

with individual substorm events, and the power spectral density of those

waves would be an indicator of geomagnetic activity leveL.

A recent study' by Greenstadt ut al . (1979) indicaites that both the

Kelvin-lielnholtz mechanism and direct injection of waves through the magneto-

pause are important sources of micropulsatlon energy. In that study, hourly

distributions of micropulsation activitv orientation angle were correlated

both withi the solar wind alignment of the IM~F and with solair wind speed.

As shown in Figure 3.5, the r ult showed positive point correlation with
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both speed and orientation. In addition, the joint correlations showed

that enhanced magnetic pulsation amplitudes were associated with solar wind

speeds above 200-300 km/sec and angles between the IMF and sun-earth line of

less than 50o600. The threshold effects further support both the bow

shock origin and the Kelvin-Helmholtz generation of daytime micropulsation

signals.
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Figure 3.5. Diagrammatical summary of joint 6B versus cosO and V
correlations. From Greenstadt et al. (1979). xB sw

In another pulsation study using data from the geosynchronous satellite

ATS-6, Arthur et al. (1978) calculated the power spectral density of geomagnetic

field variations for the month of August, 1974. Two segments of approximately

9 hours each, centered at local noon and at local midnight, were used for

the analysis. Figure 3.6 shows the time variation of the power spectral

density as well as the TKp for the month of data. These results have

striking implications on the correlation between micropulsation power content

and geomagnetic activity. It is significant that the power spectral density

is directly related to EZp on both the dayside and the nightside. Smaller

A-
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(larger) Ko corresponds to smaller (larger) values of power spectral density.

Arthur er al. also compared the average characteristics of power spectra

at synchronous orbit with observat ions from other regions of interest in

magnetospheric physics: the interplanetary medium, the magnetoshieath, the

outer magnietosphiere near the magnetopause, and the surface of the earth.

Figure 3.7 shows the ave'rage spectrum for each of the five regions. The

SIN

- J

Figure 3.7. Average power spectra for the five regions, interplanetarv,
magnetosheath, magnetopause, synchronous orbit,* and ground.
From Arthur et al. (1978).

resul ts in Figure 3.7' indicate that, except for the magnetosheath, which is

known tO he very disturbed, the power levels in each region increase from

the i nterplIantetarv MC(dium inward to the surface of the earth. Thus , given

a good source ot compreheICS lye digital data, ground observations should

be at least as sen-sitive an indicator of geomagnetic activity as thiose

reported by Arthur et at.

D. Suimmary- and Recoinendat ions

The res-ults indicated hierein suggested that:

0) both the Kelvin-Helmholtz mechanism and direct injection of

waves from the bow shock are importa-nt sources of micropiilsat ion

energy (liusajwes-et a . , 1978. Greenstad-t and Olson, 1979)
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Following the technique of Arthur et al. (1978), the level of the spectrum

(characterized by key spectral estimates) could be correlated with geomagnetic

activity. Based on the success of this approach -'t synchronous orbit, it is

likely that a micropulsation index using this technique on AFCL magnetometer

network data could be a reliable indicator of geomagnetic activity.

In this report, we have emphasized dayside continuous micropulsations as

possible indicators of geomagnetic activity. However, it is apparent that

irregular micropulsations, especially Pi2, may also be good indicators of the

ltvel of activity. Pi2 are transient pulsations associated with substorms, with

maximum effect at middle and low latitudes. Pi2 are known to correlate with Kp

(Troitskava, 1967). A possible future study of the potential of P12 occurrence

as a geomagnetic activity index using the AFGL network data should be considered

at some point.

4
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4. IONOSPHERIC ELECTRIC FIELDS AND CURRENTS DRIVEN BY BIRKELAND CURRENTS

A. Introduction

A significant observational finding of the past decade is the discovery

of magnetospheric electric currents that flow along magnetic field lines

and enter the ionosphere in the auroral regions. These so-called Birkeland,

or field-aligned currents, constitute a major coupling between the magnetosphere

and the ionosphere. Other recent observations suggest that certain ionospheric

phenomena, that may occur at all latitudes from the polar cap to the equator,

are causal lyconnected to the electric field, current, and conductivity

variations that occur in the auroral regions. For the purpose of eventuallv

relating observed mid latitude field signatures to m:agnetospheric-ionospheric

current configurations, we have developed a model for the .lobal distribution

of ionospheric currents generated by a specified input-output Birkelzand

current configuration. The model developed is discussed in this chapter and

some principal results are included in the three publications reprinted at

thc end of this chapter.

lie model developed of gtobal distribution; of electric fields and

currents driven by field aligned current, i; useful in several ways. To cite

three reaisons: (1) Wfithin the model, the ionospheric distribution of electric

currents that result trem various models of goomagnetic events, such as

subtorms, acc dote mined, and from the,;e curren ts, 1iItimatel, the magnetic

di stiirhance pat Lrns can then be calculated for such events. These modeled

even ts are then us( ,( in coilnle iction wi th Ii c1tual records (ma ignetograms, say,

at nmiddle latitude) to iifer the belhavi,)r of thu, high ];ititud ionosphere.

Vitrryirll It thik rl')CLcdiire is ilsci.;sserd in more detail later in this chapter.)

(2) 'lii- elct ric fields ii tihe i inosphi(re ;ire determined global Iv for model

events. Sim C a groat many plasma phenomena, e.g., at the dip equator, depend
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upon the local electric field, one could use such a model to determine the

relationship between, say, equatorial ionospheric plasma observations and

Birkeland currents. (3) This gives quantitative insight into the relative con-

tributions of various electrodynamic effects that are operative (such as

Birkeland currents, neutral winds, conductivity structure, etc.) in determining

the resultant distributions of ionospheric electric fields and currents.

Thus, in summary, the kind of modeling developed serves to enhance our under-

standing of the connection between magnetospheric dynamics and various electro-

dynamic effects in the global ionosphere. This improved understanding, in turn,

will enable us to develop ways to exploit the connection for practical purposes.

B. Definition of the Model

The definition of our model is as follows. The ionospheric height-integrated

tensor conductivity and the distribution of field-aligned currents into and

out of the ionosphere are specified (i.e., taken as known variables) for each

model event considered. The basic condition imposed at each point in the

ionosphere is that charge is conserved. This is done through the continuity

equation, which, using Ohm's law, has the form

l(field-aligned) = V2 • V(O,y) .V2(Wy)

The left-hand side of this equation is provided by the given Birkeland current

distribution at the ionosphere. cD(8,y) is the electric potential in the (height-

integrated) ionosphere at the colatitudinal and azimuthal angles 0 and y. The

ionospheric electric field and current distribution are determined by the

relations:

E(0,y) = -V2  (ey),

J(e,y) = 1(e,y) , E(o,y).

The subscript on the gradient indicates that only transverse derivatives (tangential

to the spherical ionosphere) are operative.

The conductivity tensor E(O,y) is assumed known and Includes the principal

tJ'-
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spatial variatjons: a large increase of dayside over nightside conductivity

due to solar photolonization (i.e., the solar-zenith angle variation); and

a large increase in the aurora] regions due to energetic particle precipitation.

These variations are depicted schematically in Figure 4.1. In addition, the

layer conductivity formulation employed leads to enhancements of the diagonal

conductivities and a zero of the off-diagonal conductivities at the equator

(as shown in Figure 1 of the third reprinted paper in this chapter (Nopner and

Carovillano, 19791 ). The assumed distribution of driving currents is adapted

from the Triad satellite observations (c.f., Figure 2 of thc second reprinted

paper in this chapter (Nopper and Carovillano, 1979a). With these modeling

parameters, we are able to represent a range of magnetospheric conditions

from very quiet to quite disturbed.

The numerical scheme employed to solve the continuity equation is an

iterative method using successive relaxations. Iterations are made to a finite

difference representation of the continuity equation on a hemispherical grid.

This well-known technique (Forsyth and Wasow, 1960; Binns and Lawrenson,

1.973) yields reliable numerical results, as tested independently using Gauss's

Law in two dinens ions on the final output, and gives accurate electric fields

and currents to within a few percent almost everywhere.

C. Applications of the Model

In this section, we briefly describe the situations modeled and the

determined equipotential patterns and electric field distributions. We also

summarize here the resuits contained in the three reprinted papers included

il siection D of this chapter. We qhall refer to those three papers as Paper I

(No ppr and CaroviIlano, 1978), Paper 11 (Nopner and Carovillano, 1979a),

and Piper [II (Noppmer and Carovtllaro, 1979b).

• I . ..........- .
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PHYSICAL IONOSPHERIC
CONDUCTIVITIES

AMRORAL
OVAL *~W~
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F i I Schoinatic representation of the distribution of Ionospheric conduictivity
used in the model. Conductivity is proportional to density of stippling.

Kittires sown include the solar-zenith (i.e., day-night) varitat ion,
:icd flhafl~ed conduct ivit v in the au~ro)ral1 ovals.
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The basic quiet-time (or weakly disturbed) pattern of field-aligned currents

discerned by the Triad satellite includes a "Region I" (poleward) pair, with

current into the dawnside and out of the duskside ionosphere, at the high

latitude edge of the auroral oval, and a "Region 2" (equatorward) pair, with

opposite polarity to the Region 1 set, at the equatorward edge of the oval;

Region I currents, at 10 6A, are typically twice the strength of the Region 2

currents during quiet periods. (See Figure 2a of Paper I (Nopper and Carovillano,

1978) for our idealization of this structure; this figure also shows the equi-

potentials for this set of source currents). Systematic findings are that

tile dusklike equipotentials are pushed up toward tile pole, while the dawnside

equipotentials are drawn down toward the equator, in addition, the polar cap

equipotentials are pushed over toward the dawnside of the polar cap. These

distortioais are understood (Wolf, 1970: Nopper and Carovillano, 1979b) to

result from the contrast in conductivity between the day and night sides of the

earth, and are present in all models with such a conductivity structure. A

cons3equence of this asymmetry appears In the electric field distribution. Thus,

Paper I (Nopper and Carovillano, 1978) shows the quiet-time east-west electric

field at the equator as a function of local time; one sees that the field

is eastward over three-quarters of the day and westward for only about six

hours from 2100-0100 IT, and that the field is stronger during its westward

orientation than its eastward (a consequence of the requirement that E._d 0).

Quiet-time electric field components at latitudes 540 and 300, as functions

oit local. time, are displayed in Figures 4 and 5 (of Paper IT (Nopper and Carovillano,

197 9 a) where the local-time asymmetries are also evident.

During disturbed periods, observations indicate that the topology of the

field-alined currents remains the same as for quiet times, but that the

strengths of the currents increase to roughly 3x10 6A in both the Region 1
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and Region 2 pairs. Thus, not only do the currents increase in strength during

active conditions, but also the Region 2 current becomes approximately as

strong as in Region 1 (in quiet time, Region 1 dominates). The general

effect on the equipotentia] pattern can be seen in various figures in Papers

I, II, and III. Thus, changes in the electric fields are evident in Figures

2a and 3 of Paper I, and Figures 8 and 9 of Paper II. The change in equipotential

pattern is seen in Figures 2a and 2c of Paper III. A striking result is that,

during disturbed periods, the east-west component of the electric field reverses

its quiet-time direction at the equator (and other latitudes) at most local times.

Using models of the field-aligned currents during quiet and disturbed

periods as just discussed, we show in Paper I that the source currents as

observed during active times generate equatorial electric fields of sufficient

strength and in the proper direction to account for the fluctuations and

reversals of the electric field seen in equatorial records. Originally inferred

from magnetic observations, these disturbances in the equatorial electric

field have now been seen directly as actual ionospheric effects by radar and

other sensing techniques, and often occur simultaneously with high-latitude

disturbances. Thus, Paper I establishes the ionospheric conductivity as a

contributing mechanism to tbe coupling of electric fields from high latitudes,

where driving forces of magnetospheric origin are applied, to low ionospheric

latitudes.

The consequences of global spreading of electric fields of magnetospheric

origin are examined further in Paper II. Here, in addition to the polar-equatorial

coupling discussed above, we conclude that the electric fields due to Birkeland

currents are comparable or exceed in magnitude those generated in neutral

wind models at all latitudes, and generally have large subdiurnal (12, 8, ... hour)

components. Thus, even during quiet periods, neutral wind models are insufficient
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to Model inospieiic electric fijel ds anld currents, and t he cfiects of

maguotospliekic -,,ources must be included. It Was also observed in Paper 11I

that during disturbed times, the electric Field in the polar cap deviates from

its canonical dawn-to-dusk direction and re-orients toward tile sun.

This last ef fect is thle topic of Paper III where the polar cap electric

field is iexaminedl under various (listurbanc,, conditions. The principal rtesul t

is that the st ruc ture of equ ipotent ials , o. Iohaj 1 v andj~ in the polar cap , depends-

sensi tively on the relative strengths of the fiL od-al I p nvd currcnt pairs. Fo r

egion I currents much st'-onger than Region 2 (a very g jet" condi tion) , the

average elctric f i eld direct ion in the polar cap i." s bout 00O0 east of noon.

As the Reg ion 2 currents increase in t ren~jh, corresponding to magneti c

cond it ions becoming inc reas i ngv act ivye, the, or i cot at ion of the polar capl

Le t r ic F I d rot ates clIockw ise (as seen from aibovc the pol e) towards noon

and Wo11 It daZCtalV iv point into the pro-noon sector shiould( the intensity of Region

enrent s ;I i ht I exceed Region I currents . In Pape r I 1II tires 2a- e

--how t -ismooth p cog ross .ion of eqo i pOotent pa't tcem-; for Rc ion 1/RegiOn2

joten; ivraitios, of 2:1 (quiet conditions) through 1: 1 (distLurbed condi tions)

to 1:.) ( intcinsel,: and problalir uinrealistically disturlbed Conditions). 'The

elect ci, cfieold A irect iOn, mea.1sured counterclockwise f ro noon, is given in

Figure '#.." as a Fune i n of the i1nt enS itA r-atio . ge cause the in tens i ty of

Region .' turrent s is kIi ret-t lv dependent n pon ;emwee cativ i v cond it ions,

.111 i mpor tlit implIi cat ion of ouir workl is that the cilcr ic field orient at ion in

the' po [ai ri shouldi alIso correlate' w ib th oa' t act iV iNiv

1) . Hoepi-inte(I Pui ic.-t ions (Pa.pers I , I I, aInd IlIl)

i h(' rt IIr i ut:; ment Ioie TICI n the foi e),oi1ng t (-,t aind brT-ief ly vd iscussed i n

c. t i on C as Papers I , TII a1nd Ill are' present ed i n th11is sec t ioni.
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iOLAR-EQUATJRIAL COUPLING DURING MAGNE I CAL!.Y A(7: i yE!F R1 PIDS

Ri. W. Nopper, Jr. and Ri. L. Carorvillanc,

Department of Physics, Boston Coliege, Chestnot Hill, Massachnset 02167

Ab-st r act. Observational evidence indicates reversals in the equatorial eletrojet current
turdt high-latitude magnetic activity can be occurred both lay and night during times of
c'ausally; related to fluctuations and reversal,, high Kp, when poilar magnetic activity is sta-
of the equatorial electric field. Using Birke- tistically more frequent, Thus, at least for
soil currents as the driving forces, we have certa in dlrrtrrbairccs, radAr measurements

made numerical cairrilat loris Of tire toriospheric supporrt the inference fromP~ magnet ic records
el, <tCrio fields and currents tlr.it distribute that the hIgh-lat Itude and equatorial lono-
globally. Our calculations utilize a tairly spherei rare (copied t-lectrlcally.
realistic empirical ionospheric conductivity Wse wfil iqc, re tem. "polar-equatorial

model and the field-aligned current distribution courpling' to refer t~ such coupling of iono-
inturred from TRIAD measurements. The resultzi spheric eltctric tfields and currents, In our
presented here demonstrate that the field- approach, the coupling results from driving
aligned currents observed during disturbed forces in the riigh-latitude ionosphere, and
;'orrods er-n account for the equlatolrial fluctua- the coninectfion with marvgnetospheric dynamics
,ions and reversals in electric fild and is from Birkelanil - rents. The results
associated magnetic disturbances noted during reported bi-low eqseno Jullv establish the role
such times. In this way, magnetuspheric dyna- of the ionosphieric -onduetivity in explaining
mics has a direct and significant influence on the observed polar-eqii.A ririt coupling. The

the equatorial ionosphere through the iono- major improvemuntfr in rur results over past
spheric conductivity, efforts in the area (Iwarak I a nd N ishida. 196?;

Wolf, 1970; hAnAi an,! _Wrf, 1073; kaicda and
Introdetloi Maekws, 1971; i~rsv t't R1.. 1974; Yasuhara

et a!. 1 9 7 51] are in our impioverd represents-
A budv of ,irsezwat i oial evidence has been tinons o cite id--all gned curY rent d IaL ribut icons

iccuILuliat iog tot decades that iigh-latitude arid anu :oncluct. ivity. roil especial ly in our car'-
er, atorial ionnpher ic electric fieldst and ful treatment 1f the cquatorial conduct ivity.
urrents Mie coupledi -during active times. Tihe llr'cause of tires- isprovertenits we are able to
frqt evidence invclved ground mfagnietometer determine- the magn itudes of low- and equa-

Mearrnr7-iert S ritz eqiator ial arnd high-latitude torial-lat itri-4 t efets a-curately. Modeling
observitori- wiir showed variations closely parameters can be her ter specified than In the
-irt 'Atrd in time lAkasofu nnchapa 1963, past mainly because of tire synoptic pictures
I -?(7; rinwarnchl i er al. , 19731 . These V lrc- provide'd by the TRIAD) Satellite of the driving
tuat ions were oftent attributed to a coherent, field-Aligned currents uinder different coirdi-
extenive lonrisplrer Ic crtrrert qvystem generated t ions, and the improver! cripiri cal knowledge of
duriiop oloiT chistorms with irturn cuirrents" the ionospheric co '-ic:t',.ity provided by
lir~rt ittfvct-!ri the dryvside equatorial electroict . techniques such as ir-.i ent scatter. In the

wever * there winS Po immediaite way to rule out following sectionis we describe our models and
the r'.plant ion th,: stch ground magnetic. tire calculat-ed rslt

. were ,f extt :-iorosprierie origin, e.g.,
!r,-7 r in, c err rcot . Thus i catiirrtiye pol-ir- The Mol.eIt I s

f-il ionosphrer ic coupling could not he,
t .ihl i,,hed from niafoet ic recordq alone. Wt th ri rppi tach is to solve tire equation of con-

Ltt,' rise ,I iorcosprlr- ic soundin,.. techniques Inultr for tire height -integRited ionospheric
- i is iii <he rent ,catrtur and 1,HF Doppler radlar, err r rent , gi von tire high-lot true distr ibut ion of

iii o uirc I Iion w i tir grorund magnet ic records. * cito driinrg f tel -al Ig,nn'' crrr#,nta and the inno-
lei-vit ioonr evlIderre ow I id i ates that high- sririerj Ii Iiver ctili t iv iti m. In these cal cubs-
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Fig. la. Polar plot of equipotential pattern Fig. 2a. Euipotential pattern of region 1 cur-

(in kV) due to a region 1 current aet of 106 A at rents of 10 A at 72" and region 2 currents of

72": into the ionosphere (cross-hatching) on the 5 x 105 A at 660. This scenario approximates the

dawnside, outward (stippling) on the duskside. quiet-time TRIAD observations.

Noon is at the top, dusk to the left, etc.; the

outer circle represents the equator, and the inner The direct, Pedersen, and Hall conductivities

circles tire at 300 and 60' latitude. were represented by simple functions that repro-

duce the observed major structures of the ieno-

aymmetrical northern to southern hemisphere. spheric conductivitv, the solar-zenith angle

Region 1 currents flow into the ionosphere on variation and the auroral enhancement. The

the dawnside and out on the duskside; region 2 coefficients were selected as typical or most

currents are of opposite polarity. The regions characteristic values from measurements of

have a large spread in local time and overlap Rowe.an.d Ma.the [19731, Bre.ke.et.al. [19741

neat midnight. During quiet times, region Kennel and Rees [972;, and others. W:th 0 the

currents are stronger than the region 2 currents colititude and ¢ the longitude measured eastward

(which may even be absent) and amount to 2r 106 A. from noon, the height-integrated condactivitics

During active times the intensities of both sets for the calculations presented here are (in mhos):

increase and become equal to about 3 x 106 A -l

flij__mAand Potemrs, 19781. At all times, evi- Pedersen: o (0.0) - 0.3 + 5.0 exp(-[-os

dence is that the net current into the ionosphere 2

equals the net current out. For our present (sine cos4K]2/1.804)

idealization of the TRIAD synoptic observations, 2

we placed the current sources along arcs of con- + 3.0 exp{-(0 - 0. 3S) /0.011

stant latitude with a longitudinal extent of 132"

and distributed the current uniformly along these Hall: 0 (0,4) - 2.0 (0,)H'p
arcs. This structure is illustrated in Figures

and -'a. direct: O(f, ) - 31.62 p (0,d)

The first two terms in op provide u low value at3 night and a smooth solar-zenith angle variation

on the dayside which closely approximates the
measured form of Van Zandt 119671; the day-to-

w2
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a n t tA hel ,, tit t . l t t v rs F and W it it, EW
h , tT ,f l , figie yl v the nc'.t s 0141 Ic q i ' 1,. v'f "[tif l' d fr th" ' t ime

Wc':t, .,It fith m, ... . . ksamoe toimat .a Figure 1b0 .
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In sumary, the present calculations indi- systems produced by an external electric field
cate the degree to which the ionospheric con- in the polar cap, ReT. l ono S iceRs.Ja~.
dtu tivity couples electric fields driven by 21, 17-28, 1q67.
hign-latitude field-aligned currents to the .iaggi, R. 1K. and R. A. Wolf, Self-conqistent
equatorial ionosphere. The coupling is calculation of the mot ion of a sheet of ions
sufficient to account for the fluctuations and in the magnetosphere, J. Geophysb. Res. , 78 ,
reversals in fte equatorial electric field 2852-2866, 1973.
which occur in active periods. Our model gives Kennel, C. F. and M. H. Rees, 1Vtyside auroral-
a consistent picture of magnetically quiet and oval plasmoi density and condu(:tivity enhance-
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IONOSPHERIC ELECTRIC FIELDS DRIVEN BY FIELD-ALIGNED CURRENTS

R. W. Nopper, Jr. and R. L. Carovillano

Department of Physics, Boston College
Chestnut Hill, Massachutetts 02167

Abstract. Field-aligned currents provide an important coupling
between magnetospheric and ionospheric processes, driving ionospheric
electric fields on a global scale. We have developed a model in which
global distributions of electric fields and currents are calculated
using mathematical boundary conditions on field-aligned currents that
are chosen to correspond to observations made on the Triad satellite.
The ionospheric conductivity tensor is represented empirically and
includes spatial inhomogeneities resulting from the solar-zenith angle
variation and a local auroral zone enhancement. Numerical results
are accuratc over the entire latitude range, pole to equator.

One application made was to examine t',e role of the ionospheric
conductivity in coupling electric fields from high to low latitude.
Ground magnetic observations and direct measurements of equatorial
ionospheric phenomena have indicated that magnetospheric coupling
effects penetrate at least to L - 3.2 during quiet times and to the
eluator during disturbed times. Calculations using quiet-time sources
ai observed by Triad yield electric ficds at all latitudes which are
at least comparable in strength to those produced by dynamo wind models
and which have non-diurnal morphologies. In our calculations for dis-
tarbed times, imposed fluctuations in the strength of the field-aligned
(.egion 2) currents are found to produce large variations in the mid-
and low-latitude electric field and account for reversal from its quiet
time configuration, as is often observed. The electric field in the
p-lar cap is shown to vary significantly in response to substorm condi-

tions when Region 2 currents are appreciable. We conclude that under
boith quiet and disturbed conditions magnetospheric sources produce
ionospheric effects on a global scale.

Introduction

Most past efforts at modeling the coupling between the magnetosphere
and ionosphere have excluded proper consideration of the low-latitude
ionosphere. The importance of auroral zone effects on the coupling
his recently been emphasized with the observations that have established
Birkeland currents to be a permanent feature at high latitudes. Impor-
tant low-latitude effects occur essentially by leakage of current from
high latitudes. Thus, calculated ionospheric results of Wolf [1970],
Jtui and Wolf [1973], Maeda and Maekawa [1973], Lyatsky et al. [1974],

Yasuhara et al. 119751, and others are generally adequate at high lati-
tades but are not designed to apply at middle and low latitudes.

557

6L
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Ionospheric evidence is now available that suggests a direct rela-
tionship between high- and low-latitude phenomena. Thus, during dis-
turbed times, rapid magnetic variations closely correlated in time are
observed at auroral zone and equatorial stations (e.g., Akasofu and
Chapman [19631; Onwumechili et al. [1973]). Ionospheric electric
fields and currents sometimes fluctuate and reverse in concert with
this class of magnetic fluctuations as shown by correlative studies of
magnetograms and radar measurements of mid- and low-latitude ionospheric
plasma drift episodes (e.g., B [1966], Van Zandt et al. (19711,
Carter et al. [1976], FeJer etal. [1976]), and other iono heric pheno-
mena, such as the sudden disappearance of equatorial sporadic-E and vhf
radar echoes (Cohen and Bowles [1963], Rastogi [1977), Rastogi et al.
[1977], Patel [1978]). Thus the existence of a polar-equatorial iono-
spheric coupling during disturbed times is documented observationally.

At quiet times, Matsushita (1971] and Leont'yev and Lyatskiy [1975]
proposed that the Sq equivalent current system might be driven in part
by magnetospheric sources, the conventional generating mechanism being
the E-region dynamo. Observationally, F-region plasma drift measure-
ments at Hillstone Hill by Carpenter and Kirchhoff [1974, 19751 corrob-
orate a magnetospheric origin for the quiet-time electric field down to

L - 3.2. More recently, Gonzales et al. [19783 have shown that only in
extremely quiet times is the classical dynamo effect dominant over nag-
netospheric sources in plasma drifts seen at Millstone Hill. It remains
an open question how far equatorward the quiet-time configuration of
magnetospheric sources exerts a measurable effect.

Our motivation to calculate the distribution of ionospheric electric
fields was to evaluate the degree of coupling between the high- and
low-latitude ionospheres. As detailed in the next section, our modeling
procedure utilizes a realistic model of the ionospheric conductivity
and the observed field-aligned current distribution; careful numerical
treatment of dip-angle effects in the equatorial regions renders the
calculation accurate globally. These inputs (conductivity and Birke-
land current) can be modified to conform to improved empirical require-
ments or special physical circumstances. Model results are presented
both for quiet and for disturbed periods. We find that magnetospheric
sources contribute on an equal footing with calculated dynamo sources
to the quiet-time electric field morphologies at all latitudes; on the
other hand, magnetospheric sources alone produce large enough electric
field variations at middle and low latitudes to account for observed
disturbed-time fluctuations and reversals. Thus effects of magneto-
spheric coupling to the ionosphere are significant at all latitudes
during both quiet and disturbed times.

Definition of the Model

Our approach is to solve the equation of continuity of the height-
integrated ionospheric current, given the ionospheric conductivity
distribution T(O,.) and the driving field-aligned currents J(source).
The electric fields we calculate may not be the total ionospheric field;
f,,r example, we do not include neutral wind effects. We impose boundary

ditions that require north-south symmetry in the conductivities and
sources. If (0,#) denote the co-latitude and azimuth and V is the
tran5,verse gradient, we obtain the ionospheric potential 01,0) from
the uquation of continuity
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J(source) - y2 - E(os.) _V2 O(o,*)

by numerically relaxing its finite difference representation on a
30 x 30 grid of nodal points covering the northern hemisphere iono-
sphere. Southern hemisphere results are determined by the symetry
condition of zero current crossing the equator. The numerical accuracy
is verified by checking that the calculated current is locally con-
served among adjacent nodal points toa good approximation. The calcu-
lated electric fields are accurate solutions to the continuity equation
(with assumed source and cuwiuctivity models) within a few percent
everywhere on the grid.

The ionospheric height-integrated conductivities are expressed by
simple functions multiplied by adjustable coefficients. These expres-
sions give a good fit to the principal structures observed, namely,
a base level constant conductivity (denoted by subscript "K") a solar-
zenith angle variation (subscript "X"), and an auroral enhancement
(subscript "A"):

Pedersen P (0 ,) - TPK + px exp {-Icos-i(sine cos)1 2/1.804}

+ EPA exp (-[0 - 0.3512/0.01) mhos,

IHall : ( 0 ,0) = E + E exp {-[cos-l(sin0 cos )12/1.804)

+ FHA exp t-10 - 0.3512/0.01) mhos,

direct F0 (0,f) - 31.62 Ep(O, ) mhos.

Here, 0 and 0 (measured eastward from noon) are in radians. The coeffi-
c feats are chosen to reproduce the most characteristic or typical values
iron Kennel and Rees [1972], Rowe and Mathews (1973], Brekke et al.
[1974], and others. Those employed in the present modeling are as
fo l lows:

EPK PX PA "HK 1:HX HA

Quiet 0.3 5.0 3.0 0.6 10.0 6.0

Disturbed 0.3 5.0 6.0 0.6 10.0 18.0

These conduct ivities are then adjusted for dip angle effects in the
usual way [Rishbeth and Garriott. 19691 to yield the elements of the
ten-,r )(,4,) used in the continuity equation. Figure 1 illustrates
the variation in ).f) as a function of e along the noon-midnight inert-
dist. Note the different auroral enhancements, peaking at 690 latitude,

for quiet and disturbed times, and the 20 to 1 contrast between day and
j night values.

For driving currents we utilize the Triad results reported by lijima
and Potemra [1976, 1978], shown in Figure 2. These consist of two
large-scale current structures: Region 1, often associated with

mnig|tospheric convection, which flows into the ionob1 Jhere on the dawn-
side .nd out on the duskside; Region 2, often correlated with auroral
electrojet activity, which has the opposite polarity. In our idealiza-
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Fig. 1. Variation of conductivity tensor

element Eee along the noon-midnight meri-
dian from the dayside to the pole to the
nightside equator. The dashed (dotted)
portions give the model auroral conduc-

tivity values during quiet (disturbed)
times.

tions, Region I currents are located at latitude 720, and Region 2 at
660. We abstract the quiet- and disturbed-time current strengths from
the Triad results to be:

Quiet 106 A 5 x 105 A

Disturbed 106 A 106 A

It is characteristic of quiet times that the Region I currents are

roughly twice as strong as the Region 2, whereas during more active
periods the two sets carry equal currents, from 106 A (as tabulated
here) to several times 106 A.

At present there is no definitive empirical evidence available that
specifies the origin or the time-dependent behavior of the field-aligned
currents. likewise, theoretical simulation efforts nf the dynamical
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Fig. 2. The field-aligned current distributions determined using the
Triad satellite [lijima and Potemra, 19781.

processes that couple the magnetosphere and ionosphere are In their
early stages of development. (See the paper by Ilarel et al., this
volitne.) The Triad results adopted in our modeling scheme have only a
statistical significance; thus our calculated results would only have
statistical significance and would not necessarily be representative
of pirticular events on a case by case basis. Rather, our results
should characterize typical distributions of Ionospheric electric fields
and .urrents that are generated by typically observed field-aligned
curr-fnts.

Quiet-Time Results

Oir main interest in this first application is to determine the
contribution made by the field-aligned currents to the quiet time elec-
tric field morphology at middle and low latitudes. In Figure 3 the
equiotential curves are given for the quiet-time modeling parameters
pres-nted above. It is seen that a two-cell pattern results from the
quiet time pattern of Region I and Region 2 currents. This agrees with
the two-cell convection patterns of _eppner [1977]. The polar-cap
field is directed roughly dawn to dusk with magnitude 23 mV/m. There
is a striking dusk-dawn asynmetry, in which duskside equipotentials are
pushed toward higher latitudes and those on the dawnside are pulled to
lower latitudes. This effect was explained by Wolf [1970] as due to
the diflerence in conductivity between day and night. It is interest-
ing to note, since the ionospheric currents are likewise asymmetrical,
that even for a symmetrical disposition of field-aligned currents (as
taken here) the resulting ground magnetic effect will be asymmetrical
dusk to dawn.

Figure 4 shows the meridlonal (or 0) component of the electric field
as a function of local time at the latitudes of Millstone Hill (540)

it
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12

24

Fig. 3. Polar plot of the equipotential
curves, ii: kV, for quiet times. Here, the
Region I currents are twice as strong as
the Region 2, and the auroral conductivity
is moderate. Circles are centered at the
pole at colatitude 300, 600, and 900 (the
equator). The total cross-polar-cap
potential drop is about 50 kV in this
model.

and Arecibo (300); te at the equator is Identically zero in these
models. This field component would correspond to an eastward component
of drift of ionospheric plasma. The calculated magnitudes, 5 mV/m at
540 and 1.5 mV/m at 300, are approximately as large as those generated
in neutral wind models (Matsushita and Tarpley, 19701 . Thus, magneto-
spheric sources and neutral winds must both be included and play com-
parable roles in modeling quiet time effects at low latitudes. Figure
4 displays a predominantly diurnal morphology at 540, where maximum and
minimum electric field values occur about twelve hours apart. In our
model, the premidnight field Is northwards and this would generate a

westward F-region plasma drift at Millstone Hill; this drift is
observed by Gonzales et al. (19781 on all but the quietest days. The
classical dynamo effect, which gives southward fields in this sector,
would be dominant over magnetospheric driving effects, according to
our results, only during very quiet times.

In Figure 5 the azimuthal (or *, positive eastwards) quiet-time
electric fields are given at 540, 30 °, and the equator, corresponding
to northward plasma drifts. Again the calculated magnitudes are coa-

,l- _ _
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Fig. 4. Meridional component of the

electric field, in mV/m, at 540 and
300 latitude, as a function of local
time, for the quiet-time model (Q).

Positive E0 corresponds to a south-
ward directed electric field.

parable to those from neutral wind models. A new result is that this
component has strong non-diurnal Fourier components, with principal
maxima and minima occurring about six hours apart. This results as a
beating effect between the diurnal field-aligned source structure and
the diurnal but out-of-phase conductivity distribution. To see the
magnitude of the non-diurnal components, we idealize the morphologies
of Figure 5 and show the Fourier amplitude spectrum of this signal in
Figure 6. We find that the 12 hour component dominates over the
diurnal, and that the 8 hour component is also quite strong. Thus the
subdiurnal harmonics in observed quiet-time plasma drift morphologies
(e.g., Blanc et al. [1977]) may have significant contributions from
magnetospheric sources (as well as from the atmospheric dynamo).

Disturbed-Time Results

Our goal in modeling active times is to investigate the fluctuations
and reversals observed in the otherwise quiet-time electric field at
low latitudes. In order to do this it is necessary to impose a time-
dependence in our modeling parameters. According to observations,
Regfoit 2 currents tend to be variable and roughly equal in intensity
to the relatively fixed Region 1 currents during disturbed times
[Iijima and Potemra , 1976, 19781. In addition, the auroral conduc-
tivities increase, due to enhanced particle precipitation, during times
when the auroral electrojets are active. Thus we adopt the basic
disturbed-time model parameters as tabulated above in section 11.
Fluctuations are considered to be alternating sequences of the quiet
and disturbed model-results.

The disturbed time equipotential pattern is given in Figure 7. The

L
'Iw

@~
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Fig. 5. Azimuthal component of the

electric field (mV/m) at 540, 300,
and 00, as a function of local time,
for quiet times (Q). Positive E
corresponds to an eastward directed
field.

enhanced Region 2 source has moved the formerly prominent duskside
vortex to the noon sector and reduced it in size. The equipotential
curves Lend to be distorted poleward (equatorward) on the dusk (dawn)
side, as in the quiet-time model. An interesting feature of this case
is the sunward-directed electric field over the polar cap. The magni-
tude and intensity of the polar cap electric field is a sensitive
function of characteristics of the Region 2 current system. The sunward
direction of the electric field shown in Figure 7 results because In
this case the Region I and Region 2 currents have equal intensities.
The direction would rotate towards dusk if the Region 2 Intensity were
decreased, and towards dawn if increased. The polar cap electric field
is weak (8 mV/m her. because of the opposite polarity and equal
strength of the Region I and Region 2 currents. Polar cap convection in
this case is directed dawn-to-dusk. Such deviations from quiet-time
antisunward convection are occasionally seen during disturbed periods
(e.g., !eppner [1977]).

In FLgure 8 a comparison is made of the azimuthal electric field
components at 300, between quiet- and disturbed-time results, curves

* eQ and D'. Over most of local times, the strengthened Region 2 currents
have reversed the electric field at this latitude. (The added auroral
conductivity during disturbed times has little effect upon the reversal,
as can be seen from curve D, which uses the sources of D' but the con-
ductivity of Q.) The equatorial electric field is similar to that at
300, but of roughly half the magnitude, as shown in Figure 9. Since
the characteristic Triad active field-aligned current strengths often
tend to be several times the value (106 A) used in obtaining Figures 7
through 9, it follows that the equatorial electric field can be several
times tit shown in these figures. Thus strengths up to 2 mV/m can
sometim.3s be obtained and these will, for most local times, be directed
opposit21y to the quiet-time electric fields. Hence, variations in the
Region 2 currents may be responsible for the fluctuations and reversals
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Fig. 6. idealized mor-
phology of the eastward
electric fields in
Figure 5, and the Fourier
spectrum of this signal.

4

Fig. 7. Equipotential pattern corresponding

* to the disturbed-time model parameters:
equall Region I and Region 2 currents and
ai greatly enhainced auroral conductIvity.
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E0 . - - i. I-
/06S

Fig. 8. Azimuthal electric field com-
ponents at 300 for quiet (Q) and dis-
turbed WD) models. (Model D utilizes

sources of D' and conductivities of
Q.) Fluctuations in the strength of the

Region 2 currents and auroral preclpi-

tation would cause this electric field
component to vary between Q and D'.

in the equatorial electric field and associated ionospheric phenomena,
as referenced earlier. The observed rapid variations in the equatorial
field cannot be accounted for by the neutral wind system with its large

inertia and slower respon||;e time. Further discussion of this case is
given in Nopper ;und Carovillano [1978].

Smmary and Conclusions

The principal outcome of our modeling study is the calculation of

relatively large electric fields due to magnetospheric sources at all
ionospheric latitudes. During quiet times, the observed configuration
of field-aligned currents contributes large magnitudes and non-diurnal
spectral terms to mtd- and low-latitude electric fields and, conse-
quently, to plasma drifts. These effects of nagnetospheric origin
should not be excluded from models of the quiet ionosphere since they
compete with the traditional source of quiet-time variations, dynamo
winds. Adopting a plausible model for time variations in the Region 2
currents leads to an explanation of the fluctuations and reversals of
the low-latitude electric field observed in disturbed times. Region 2
currents also affect the direction and magnitude of polar cap electric
fields inan important way. In sumnary, the dynamics of the magneto-

sphere/ionosphere coupled system, as manifest in field-aligned currents,

i0

ea'r

Fig. 9. Same as Figure 8 for the

). equator.
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exerts a global influence on the ionosphere for all but the quietest
levels of geomagnetic activity.
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On the Orientation of the Polar Cap Electric Field

R. W. NOPPER, JR., AND R. L. CAROVILLANO

Departmenti of Phrrstes. Boston, College, (heviut Hill. Maochuselti 0216 7

Using realistic models of the ionospheric conductivity and the field-aligned currents, we have deter-
mined how the distribution of the electric field in thc polar cap ionosphere is controlled by the day-night
contrast in conductivity and by the relative strengths of the region I and region 2 field-aligned currents
The suitward directed conductivity gradient acts to set up a space charge in the polar cap which crowds
the equipotentials toward the dawn sector for current sources of both region I and region 2 polanty, this
ellecti'.A-y shifts the polar cap convection pattern toward dawn. Our results show fursher that for a given
conduc-ivity distribution the orientation of the electric field in the central polar cap depends sensitively
on the ielative strengths of the Birkeland current pairs: for very weak region 2 currents (quiet times) the
polar electric field is directed =60* east of noon, for eqtial region I and 2 currents (disturbed times) the
direction is z10" cast of noon, and for stronger region 2 than I currents (which may happen on occasion)
the electric field points into the prenoon sector. These findings imply that the orientation of the polar cap
electric field should -serve as a measure or index of the ratio of region I to region 2 net current intensity
and should possess correlations with geomagnetic activit) similar to thoue of this ratio. This analysis does
not include effects of possible source currents in the region of the polat cusp.

I INtRtOtUtTI ION these input currents are known to vary with geomagnetic ac-

Although the electric hield in the polar cap is oflen de- tivit y, one would expect the polar cap electric field direction
scribed as being directed dawn to dusk, it is well known that to show a similar depcndence.
onl) rarely is this precisely the case. In fact, both the electric 2. Ilts: MOtnLVING SCHFMI,
field magititude and the electric field direction across the polar
Lap arc known to change in response to variations in a num- W aedvlpdanmrclpoeuet ov h

K-i of etlects. including the season of the year And the values equation for the continuity of ionospheric current,
of various components of' the IMF (interplanetary magnetic J(seturce) = V,.(.~. 2 (.~
tield) le g. Leangel. 1974. Ieppner, 1977; Fajirield, 1977). Such
obsersattons indicate that the patterns of plasma convection titng finite difference methods and an iterative technique.
for electrostatic eqluipo(itial lines) frequently differ from Here. 0 is the ionospheric electrostatic potential, from which
uniform antisunward flow, the ionospheric electric field and current distributions are ob-

In recent years the 'Triad. Isis 2. and S3-2 spacecraft have tained. The assumed representations for the height-integrated
mteasured vector magnetic field fluctuations that indicate the tensor conductivity I and for the driving field-aligned cur-

presence ol hield-aligned currents, and a synoptic pattern for rents.J(source) are discussed briefly below. We ignore dynamo
these c urrents has been defined I lima and Potemra. 1978). In winds, which are expected to play a secondary role in the
addition, atmospheric nmodels are constantly being tmproved high-latitude region of interest here. The accuracy of numeri-

I~uhu.l~Y7I.andth u~ '-liqe o inohren sctte raar cal results is checked by applying a test based upon Gauss's
has eenttslulin btanin meaureent ofionsphrtc law in two dimensions to various areas of the numerical grid.

hastbctisitc.tus ioallo ing mar ease t coducivitypheric This check certifies that ionospheric current is locally con-
els. to be developed. 'Treating the observed field-aligned cur- sre vrweeo h rdt ihnafwpret
fiiN ta driving terms and given the ionosp~heric conductivity Otur empirical tonductivity model is given by simple func-
distribution. one can calculate the distributions of ionospheric tions of position multiplied by adjustable coeffcients. The
electric fiteld and cturrent which would result in that model sit- functions are designed to give reasonable approximations to
utiin Reccuu efforts of this sort have been made by Yas.r the solar zenith angle and auroral variations of conductivity,
hara it at 19751. Afaekama amnd Alaeda 119781, Nisbet et at. and the coefficients are selected to give agreement to pub-

t197hl. Nfilyper and Carovillano [1478. 19791, and Kamnide and lishedl observed values leg., Rirekke er al.. 1974; Rowe and
Afiiiht 19791 The last three references utilized con- Mathewsr. 19731. With 9 the colatitude and,0 the azimuth inca-

dt~iivitN tiodels that tepresent the principal strticture oh- sured eastward from noon the conductivity model employed
scfscd lsartationt with solar /enith angle and aturoral enhance- in the present stujdy is. in inhos,
tientt aind arc intended to apply globally. Pedersen

I he purpose (it this brief note is to discuss properties of the
electric livid in the polar cap. We note that even for a symmet- X,(0,04) 1)3 + 5(1 xp I -Icos '(sin cos *)J'/l.8(A)
M~al disp)osition ofl field-aligned ctirrents, ait Idealized model 1 .0 cxp (-(f9- 0.35)'/0.01[
situation, the electric livld at the pole is usually not directed
dlawn to dusk In addition. our calculations show that the dt- flal
tctlion (if tlse polar cap electric- field is a sensitive function of
the relative strengths utt the field-alignecd current sheets (re- 0) - 2.02:,(. 0)
pion I and 2 cuirrent pairs). Since the relative strengths of Direct

( 1,right (1 t'9714 by the ArnericAn tieophysicat Union. X(# ) 31.622:(, 0)

Pac 4Xut2 -r, 61 ItA tX(9ut
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Fig I. The vaiatiolns in tensor conductivity elements E... ,, Fig 2b
and 2+ along the noon-midnight meridian (i.e.. from the noon equa-
tor to the polde to the midnight equator), field-aligned current: region I currents flow into the iono-

sphere at the high-latitude edge of the auroral oval on the
These expressions are uscd in the usual formulas je.g.. Rih- dawnside and out ot the ionosphere on the duskaide; region 2
beth "and Garrioti, 1969] for the elements of the layer con- currents have the opposite polarity and are located somewhat
ductivity tensor 1 (9, p) appearing in the continuity equation. eqlUatorward of the region I set. Both reg~ions have a large
|Figure I shows the variation of these elements along the spread in azimuth and overlap near midnight. Characteristi-
meridian from the equator at noon to the pole to the equator cally, in weakly disturbed periods the region I set carries
at midnight. Azimuthally symmetrical auroral zone enhance- about 10' A, and the region 2 half to three quarters of that
merits peaked at 69' latitude are superposed on the back- value. (In quiet periods the region 2 set is weaker and may
ground conductivity, which has a 20:1I day-to-night contrast. even be absent.) During active periods. however, the strengths
This conductivity model is symmetrical between northern and of both sets increase to perhaps 3 x 10' A. and the region 2 set
southern hemispheres. We calculate northern hemisphere re- may even exceed the region I set in net amperage. For our
suits u.sing the boundary condition of zero meridional current present purposes we have idealized the above as follows. The
at the equator. region I currents are applied in two bapzds extending azimu-

The driving currents used are based upon the statistical thally from IS' to I50' (duskside) and from 2100 to 342'
1 riad results reported by lyjima and Potemra [ 19781. These re- (dawnside) at 72' latitude: the region 2 currents are in bands
suits indicate the existence of two distinct sets of large-scale with the same azimuthal extents but at 66" latitude. Since one

purpose of this note is to illustrate the effect of changing the

I ratio of region I and region 2 current strength, the region I
- - ' source is held fixed at I0' A. and the region 2 source is variedI to give region I/region 2 ratios of 2: , 1.5:1I,1:1,1I: 1.5, and

-I -'" , ." : 2. The last two ratios are included here for pedaigogical pur-

/ \ poses and probably do not occur in practice, since the current
- -intensity in region 2 is rarely reported to exceed that in region

/. '- -.',,o . .. .'0

\ I'  '\ . . --- / "

'4 //
t 06

FII.) 2a1 40

Sadig 2 Polar plos of the enusiotential patterns for the con-..1 -

ductIvitv mpoel and ield-aligned currents fiven in section 2. in each i t- n/
igurp the erme ave eqtgipotenial curves (labeled in kilovolts) aon the
,hc'v n the outer circle is the equator, the inner ones l are 30 c and a0r la somewhat
ldutividt The raior of region I and rep on 2 current trenqgth are (of) 2. ri I -r "
itr I . how I. (d) 0) ato7. and teel e. In all casese the region I current was C\ a " ""
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ductivities that decrease exponentially across the polar cap.
They find that the steeper the day-night conductivity decrease
from noon to midnight is,. the more the equipotential lines are

/" .--- squeezed into the dawn sector of the polar cap. The corre-
sponding effect was essentially seen and explained earlier by

/. U/ iWolf119701 in his analysis of mid-latitude equipotentials. In
the polar cap the combined effect of the polarity of the Birke-

.06 land currents (in at dawn, out at dusk. or vie versa) and the
-- y .. direction of the conductivity gradient produces an electric

9! "field move intense at dawn than at dusk. Equipotential lines
- are therefore more dense near dawn than at dusk. This effect

/ arises physically because of the charge density (proportional to
-V 1,, I, where I is the total current) generated by the day-

S/ night conductivity gradient. This charge density is negative
for region I polarity and positive for region 2 polarity, be-
cau.e of the reversed direction of the Hall current, and in-

;24 creases in magnitude toward the dayside. Thus for either
Fig. 2d polarity the density of the equipotential lines is greater in the

I. The effects of input currents in the region of the polar cusp dawn sector than in the dusk sector. Of course, the polar cap
are not included in this analysis. electric fields generated by region I and region 2 polarities are

oppositely directed and, for example, give rise to oppositely
3. DISCU.SSION ANt) RESULTS directed convection patterns.

Before considering our calculated results it is useful to re- For a fixed source the distortion of the equipotentials and
view polar cap equipoteritial patterns under simpler circum- the direction of the electric field are controlled by the con-
stances. In the presence of only symmetrically located region ductivity gradient. This feature can be seen in the results of
I sources, if the Pedersen conductivity were uniform and the Atkinson and JIutchison (19781 for symmetrical sources, where
[fall conductivity absent then the equipotentials would pos- the polar cap electric lield direction always differs from dawn
sc.ss dawn-to-dusk symmetry, and the electric field would es- to dusk and is further altered by the steepness of the con-
sentially point from daun to dusk. The effect of a nonzero ductivity gradient. The effect of the conductivity gradient can
Hall conductivity is demonstrated in the axisymmetrical also be seen in our earlier work [Nopper and Carovillano,
model of Vasylunas 119701; this model has a driving source 1978, 19791 and in the calculations of Nisbet et al. 119781 and
that is sinusoidal in azimuth, neglects day-night variations in Kamide and Matsushita 119791. In our present calculations we
conductivity, and includes an enhanced auroral conductivity show, in addition, how the direction of the polar cap electric
band. For this case, polar cap equipotentials remain uniform field is affected by the relative intensity of the region I and re-
and sun aligned, although auroral and subauroral equipoten- gion 2 current sources.
tials are rotated because of the band of enhanced auroral con- In Figures 2a-2e we show the global patterns of the same
ductivity. Thus such axisymmetrical modeling variations have five equipotential lines for the ratios 2, 1.5, I. 2/3, and 1/2 of
no effcct on the orientation of the electric field or the distribu- region I to region 2 current, as defined in section 2. (Region I
tion of equipotentials in the polar cap. currents are fixed at 10 A for these calculations.)

rhe condition of axisymmetry was broken by Wolf 119701, Figure 2a would correspond roughly to a quiet time field-
who included a realistic variation with solar zenith angle in aligned current configuration. The mid-latitude equipotential
the conductivity tensor; however, his model was not applied to pattern follows the 'midlatitude rules' given by Wolf 119701:
the polar cap. Atkinson and Iutchison 11978) have recently the duskside (dawnside) equipotentials are distorted toward
presented analytical results for Pedersen and Hall con- (away from) the pole by the action of the day-night con-

ductivity asymmetry. The polar cap equipotentials are more
dense in the dawn sector, as discussed above. The direction of
electric field at the pole is about +50* (i.e., east of noon).

\ ., "The region 2 source intensity increases in strength in the se-

quence of Figures 2b-e. These figures show the negative vor-
'" ,tex to be decreasing in size and rotating about 180' across the

dayside toward dawn, while the positive equipotentials rotate
in the same sense (clockwise) through midnight toward dusk,
eventually to form a large vortex there. (This vortex does not

06 appear in Figure 2e because of our choice of displayed
./ / equipotentials.) In all cases the expected behavior of the

- 1 equipotential shapes, given above, is seen. In the sequence of
/ cases in Figure 2 the direction of the polar cap electric field is

I -seen to rotate clockwise as the region 2 source intensity is in-
creased. The direction goes from about +50 for the ratio 2: 1

I of region I to region 2 current intensities to about -70* for
the ratio 1:2. To see the extremes for the cases represented,
the polar cap electric field direction is +600 when region 2

ig 2e currents are absent and -96' when region I currents are ab-
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pcndupo paametrs n te coduciviy moel.(WewiH lijima, T.. and T. A. Potemra, Large-scale characteristics of field-
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E. Refinements of the Model

As indicated by the foregoing discussions, global ionospheric modeling

is a worthy means to gain understanding of many physical effects and offers

a wide range of possibilities for comparing theory and observation. To advance

the utility of our model, a number of refinements are needed both in representing

our input parameters in a more realistic fashion and in addressing a new class

of physical effects. Here we shall briefly discuss possible improvements to

the global modeling scheme.

The conductivity model used is adequate for general studies but can be

refined to accord with the latest improved ionospheric models (e.g., Mehta, 1979),

and particularly with auroral region incoherent scatter results (e.g., Vondrak

and Vickrev, 1979; de la Beaujardiere et al., 1977) which provide a far more

realistic picture of high-latitude conductivities for both quiet and active times.

In order to maintain numerical accuracy, the high-latitude portion of the mesh

will need to be refined, as observation shows the highly conducting auroral

regions to possess abrupt gradients. Similar numerical techniques used for

our model can be applied to the modeling of individual auroral arcs. Given

the field-aligned currents over an arc and the ionospheric conductivity in

that region, the distributions of electric field and current (electrojets)

can be calculated. The parameters involved in such modeling can be determined

in case studies from the ground and/or from rockets, so that a tight control on

the calculations may be available. In addition to upgrading the auroral region

conductivity, it would be useful to Include a seasonal dependence in the model,

in which the latitude of the subsolar point (wherethe conductivity is largest)

changes with time of year. This seasonal effect would give rise to very large

effects in the electric fields and currents at the equator and polar caps. For
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example, the summer polar cap is much more conducting than the winter polar

cap, and during equinox there is a strong gradient across the polar cap (Paper

III). Thus, quantities which depend significantly upon polar cap conductivities,

such as electric fields, convection patterns (equipotentials), and currents,

can be expected to depend sensitively upon time of year.

In addition to the two major pairs of field-aligned currents modeled at

present, there is another set observed in the cusp region (Iijima and Potemra,

1976) which seem to depend upon the y-component (By) of the interplanetary

magnetic field (IMF) (Iijima et al., 1978; McDiarmid et al., 1977, 1978a, b,

1979; Wilhjelm et al., 1978). This is of importance because evidence has been

accumulating that the interplanetary magnetic field affects tile global ionosphere

and hence could profitably be introduced into our modeling. For example,

Maezawa (1976) and Burke et al. (1979) have postulated a correlation between

the high latitude convection pattern and IMF Bz; Heppner (1972, 1977), Friis-

Christensen and Wilhjelm (1975), Wilhjelm et al. (1978), and McDiarmid et al.

(1978b, 1979) have studied the relation of high latitude convection and IMF By.

In middle latitudes, Matsushita (1975) has shown the dependence of the Sq

current system focus on IMF By. At low latitudes, studies relating ionospheric

electrodynamic effects and IMF Bz have been published by Patel (1978),

Rastogi (1977), Rastogi and Chandra (1974), Rastogi and Kroehl (1978), Rastogi

and Patel (1975), and Rastogi et al. (1978); correlation between ionsopheric

effects and By have been shown by Bhargava and Rangarajan (1977) and Galperin

et al.(1978). A schematic summary of the salient observations for the northern

high latitude region is given in Figure 4.3. Unfortunately, the inclusion of

cusp currents to introduce an IMF-dependent effect into the modeling would greatly

enlarge the computational task. These currents are anti-symmetrical (northern-

to-southern hemisphere) whereas the Region 1. and 2 ctirrent s, trer.s ,ised I) ",ir
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present model are symmetrical. With symmetrical sources we are able to

impose a boundary condition at the equator that greatly improves numerical

accuracy and reduces the size of the calculational effort. With cusp-currents

included, both hemispheres will need to be explicitly modeled and solutions

obtained over the complete globe.

For a more complete picture of the ionospheric electric fields and

currents during quiet and disturbed times, it would be necessary to include

neutral winds in the dynamo (E) region of the ionosphere. For wind field u,

magnetic field B, and conductivity Z, this source term has the form V- L(uxB).

Strictly speaking, the neutral wind speed u to be used in our formulation

should be height-independent. Unfortunately, models of neutral winds do not

provide such modes for us to adopt (Forbes and Lindzen, 1976); one exception

is the (1,-2) mode, which fortuitously is the main contributor in quiet times

(J. Forbes, pvt. communication). At the present time, there is actually no

comprehensive dynamo wind model that has general acceptance. This problem

limits the possibility of including neutral winds in our modeling scheme with

a high degree of confidence, at least for the immediate future.

F. Magnetic Ground Signatures

The culmination of our model would be to relate predictions to ground

magnetic signatures. Difficulties to be overcome to accomplish this task are

discussed in this section. The problem is complicated by many factors, but

* jsignificant advances are certainly possible if the proper time and effort is

devoted to the task. Ground magnetic signatures are treated more specifically

in chapter 5 within a well defined context.

There is a prodigious amount of information available to the space physics

community in the form of magnetograms from thousands of station-years. Magnetic

observatories are relatively inexpensive to instrument and operate and, since

. recent efforts at installing high-quality instruments in chains and/or nutworks

,I-
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have been exerted, magnetic records will continue to form the core of our ground

data base. Two ways in which magnetograms have been used for many years are:

(1) the records from one or a small number of stations are inspected to infer

limited information about nearby current systems (e.g., the use of auroral zone

magnetograms to investigate electrojets); (2) the records from a global collection

of stations are processed Into "equivalent current systems" (see Stern (1977)

for a discussion of the procedure). Recently, the equivalent current system

concept has been greatly upgraded by the use of magnetometer arrays, which by

viltue of a relatively dense distribution of instruments on a regular grid

allows more information to be extracted from magnetic variation data than

otherwise possible. Even with dense global coverage on the ground, however,

it is not possible to infer the current system uniquely that is responsible

for a given magnetic disturbance distributed over the globe. Special assumptions

are needed to obtain a current system that corresponds to a given magnetic

disturbance. Thus, to derive "equivalent current systems," the ansatz is made

that all currents flow in the ionosphere (which is demonstrably false).

lie task of inferring currents from a given magnetic disturbance is an

"inverse problem" to the usual task of calculating the magnetic disturbance

that results from a given set of currents in space. For specified boundary

conditions, the magnetic field resulting from a given current configuration is

unique. In contrast, the inverse problem is not unique. For example, Fukushima

(1969) considered the problem of a vertical line current along the z-axis

entering a t|niformly conducting plane located at right angles to the z-axis.

This current configuration - vertical line current plus distributed currents

in the huri7ontal plane at z-0 - produces no magnetic field below the conducting

plane (i.e., at z<O). Thus, if the ionosphere is approximated by a plane

conductor, even at times of zero magnetic disturbance at the surface of the
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earth there may or may not be overhead currents of magnetospheric origin. This

simple example demonstrates that inferences to be made from ground magnetic

observations of ionospheric and/or magnetospheric currents -tan only be

made within the context of a model. In the "equivalent current ' representation,

the ground magnetic signature is assumed to be generated by currents confined

completely to the ionosphere.

The development of realistic models to represent the magnetic signatures

of ground observations is further complicated by induction effects within

the earth. These induction effects "contaminate" the magnetic record in

reflecting the external current system. For example, Nopper and Hermance

(1974) have shown that, for substorm-like events, induction effects alter

magnetic component disturbance magnitudes and introduce significant phase

shifts. Early methods of quantifying effects of induction were the construction

of "induction arrows" and the separation of magnetic fluctuations into

internal and external parts using analytic techniques (e.g., Price, 1967).

With the refinement of mathematical techniques and the introduction of arrays,

more quantitative characterization of source and induced fields are now

available (e.g., Schmucker, 1970a, b; Alabi et al., 1975). Gregori and

Lanzerotti (1980) have reviewed this subject. Most of these studies have

been aimed at determining earth conductivity structure and not ionospheric

current configurations. The determination and removal of the effects of

induction from ground magnetic observatory records constitutes a major

field of research in itself.

Other recent considerations of the inverse problem are those of Kamide et

al. (1976) and Oldenburg (1978). Kamide et al. (1976) have developed an

automated technique to solve Poisson's equation for the magnetic potential

by a finite-difference method to obtain an equivalent current system.
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Oldenberg (1978) used a linear inverse theory to construct a most probable

current system compatible with the ground disturbance pattern. Both of these

efforts are, of course, subject to the difficulties mentioned above, namely,

the necessity to constrain the currents to flow in a particular configuration

in order to obtain results.

The calculation of a ground magnetic signature from a given current

distribution may be performed without the inherent ambiguity of the inverse

problem. Thus, magnetic field signatures have been obtained from wire

models (Cummings, 1966), from direct integration over distributed currents

using the Biot-Savart law (Crooker and Siscoe, 1974; Kisabeth, 1972), from

wire-model simulations (Olson, 1974) and from a magnetic charge representation

(Kisabeth, 1979); these computations are generally straightforward but tedious.

The difficulty with these direct approaches derives from our lack of knowledge

of the actual spatial configurations of the contributing currents, which

are known to include ionospheric, field-aligned, ring, tail, magnetopause,

and earth components. An unfortunate practical difficulty of assumed current

models is that several of these components of a complete current system in

a given event-model contribute on a roughly equal footing, and some in opposing

senses (e.g., Fukushima and Kamide, 1974; R. Wolf, pvt. communication;

* Alabi et al., 1975). As a result, the calculated ground signature is quite

sensitive to details of the model current system, whose correspondence with

reality is poorly known. These limitations are apparent, in context, in the

simple model described in Chapter 5 of the ground signature for the Birkeland

current system.
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5. SIMPLE ESTIMATE OF THE GROUND MAGNETIC SIGNATURE OF THE
BIRKELAND-IONOSPHERIC CURRENT SYSTEM AT LOW LATITUDES

A. Introduction

Inherent difficulties for the determination of the ground magnetic

signature for the complete current configuration generated by Birkeland

currents were discuseed in Chapter 4. In this chapter, a simple model is

developed to obtain first estimates of the ground magnetic signature of the

Birkeland-lonospheric current system. The approach taken was to combine

the Fukushima-Vasyliunas theorem and the requirement of induced shielding

currents within the earth witha schematic representation of the main Birkeland

current systems to reduce the problem to an analytic expression of great

simplicity. With this model, we show that the main characteristic of the low

latitude disturbance field of such a current system is a harmonic variation

in the H-component of the field. The local time of maximum disturbance depends

on the nature of the ionospheric closure of the Birkeland current system. One

suggestion compatible with our model is the possibility that the classical

mid latitude disturbance field asymmetry normally associated with a partial

ring current is instead the signature of the Birkeland current system.

The systems of permanent polar Birkeland current first identified by

Zmuda and Armstrong (1974) are now believed to be the main electrodynamical

links connecting the ionosphere to the magnetosphere and the solar wind. The

near-earth distribution of these current systems and their variations in time

and space are presently the subjects of intensive investigation (see the review

by Potemra, 1979). Already a fairly complete picture of the current patterns

has been inferred statistically from data on encounters with the current systems

made by low-altitude, polar-orbiting spacecraft (e.g., Tijima and Potemra, 1976;

HIK;: '
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P9Il). 'lhc.:c piLterns were utilized in the modelling calculations presented in

Chapter 4. This relatively recent emergence of a new and fairly well defined

global current pattern comes after a long history of analysis and interpretation

of ground-based magnetic records. The question thus arises: What is the

ground magnetic signature of the Birkeland current systems? The signature

most likely would be distinctive and be present among the known types of

magnetic disturbances, where its interpretation would remain incomplete or

incorrect until it is identified.

A strong motivation for identifying the ground magnetic signature of

the Birkeland current systems, for our purposes, is that by monitoring the

signature, the behavior of the current systems themselves can be inferred.

Ground based magnetometer observations have the advantage of high time resolu-

tion (essentially continuous) and easy availability compared to satellite

observations. For these reasons, we have under the contract taken a number of

steps toward the goal of achieving ground based magnetometer characterization

of the polar Birkeland current systems. Our approach was to develop theoretical

models to determine the types of ground magnetic signature produced by given

Birkeland current configurations. Our findings are presented in this chapter.

B. Ionospheric Shielding Effects

The magnetic signature at the surface of earth is created by the combined

effects of internal and external currents. Internal currents account for the

main field (essentially dipolar) and induction effects due to transient

disturbances of external origin. External currents are primarily of

magnetospheric and ionospheric origin and constitute complicated three dimen-

sional arrays. The full Birkeland current system (with its full three

jI
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dimensional character) is one such external current system. Under certain

conditions, it is well known that the ionosphere serves to shield the earth

from external magnetic effects. The physical basis for the shielding is

nicely demonstrated in the simple theorems stated recently by Fukushima (1969)

(planar geometry) and Vasyliunas (1970) (spherical geometry). We begin with

a statement and simple derivation of these theorems.

Given: An infinite plane is connected to infinity by straight lines

perpendicular to its surface. The lines are all in the same half space (e.g.,

all extending upwards from a horizontal plane). Along these lines, electrical

current flows to and from infinity and closes in the plane, which has uniform,

isotropic conductivity. There is no restriction on the number of lines or

their location.

Fukushima's Theorem: There is no magnetic field produced by this

current system in the current-free half space (i.e., below the

horizontal plane).

Given: A spherical surface with uniform, isotropic electrical conductivity

is connected to infinity by straight, radial lines. The lines carry electrical

current to and from the sphere, and the current closes in the surface of the

sphere. There is no restriction on the number or the disposition of the lines.

Vasyliunad Theorem: There is no magnetic field produced by this

current system in the interior of the sphere.

It is understood that these theorems are stated in the context of magneto-

statics in the sense that signal propagation times can be ignored. We prove

the theorems for one connecting, current-carrying line in each case. Then,

since the problem is linear, the theorem follows for an arbitrary number and

disposition of lines by linear superposition.
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In the case of a single line, we may choose the line to be the axis

of a cylindrical polar coordinate system. Since the only source for the

field in this case is the current through the line, the fields must be axi-

symmetric with respect to the line. Also, since V.B = 0, axial symmetry

requires that the magnetic field be of the form

B B(r,z,t)$

where r,z and are the radial, axial, and azimuthal variables of the chosen

cylindrical coordinate system, and j is a unit vector in the azimuthal direction.

The magnetic field is to be determined from Ampere's law given in MKS notation

by:

V x B = J +

Application of Stoke's Theorem to equation (1) yields

B(r,z,t) = ( 1c + ID) (2)

where Ic and ID are the total electric and displacement currents through a

circle of radius r centered at the location z on the axis.

Through any point, P, in the current-free half space or in the interior

of the sphere we can draw an axis-centered circle. Because of axisymmetry,

the circle will lie wholly in the current-free region in both cases. Thus,

I = 0 for any such circle for each point P.

To find the ID appropriate to the circle through P, we need to know the

flux of electric field through the circle. The relevant electric field for

the problem is generated by the electrical charges that are carried by the

current between infinity and the conducting surface in each case, Because of

L~
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the symmetries involved, planar in one case and spherical in the other, the

electric field lies wholly between the surfaces and the charges at infinity.

We must keep in mind that the charges transferred to the surfaces are compen-

sated for by equal and opposite charges at infinity. Thus the field is

confined between the surfaces and infinity in the manner of a parallel plate

condenser or a spherical condenser. Hence, we have ID = 0 also.

Since we have shown that I and ID are zero, it follows that B(r,z.t) = 0

for any point in the current-free half plane and in the interior of a conducting

sphere. Hence, B is zero everywhere in these source free regions, and stated

in the theorems.

In most intended applications, more than one current-carrying line would

be involved, and current could then flow in both directions. In this way the

net current can be maintained equal to zero. Also the result is unaffected

if the number of current-carrying lines is proliferated to generate distributed

current systems.

C. Model Results at Low Latitudes

The application of the theorem to the case of Birkeland current systems

is fairly direct. The Birkeland field-aligned currents would correspond to

* the radial currents and the ionosphere to the conducting, spherical surface.

Field lines at high latitudes are approximately radial. For example, at a

geomagnetic colatitude of 200, the field is inclined 100 with respect to the

radial direction, the main contribution to the surface magnetic field produced

by a field-aligned current is made by the near-earth, quasi-radial portion

of the field line (Crooker and Siscoe, 1974). Thus, the Birkeland field-

aligned current systems approximate the radial currents for which the theorem

strictly applies.

W
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With sufficient accuracy for some purposes the Birkeland current systems

can be represented as four separate radial line currents directed toward or

away from the ionosphere, as illustrated in Figure 5.1. At not a very great

depth in the earth, the conductivity is large enough that earth shielding

currents are induced and have the effect of cancelling the Birkeland current

field at greater depths, but increasing the field at the surface. It is

easy to demonstrate that the field at the surface produced by the Birkeland

currents and their shielding currents is approximately the same as the field

produced by extending the Birkeland currents through the earth, as suggested

by the dashed lines on the figure. (One should, in fact, also retain a

current-free gap between the level at which the shielding currents flow and

the ionosphere. But this is a small correction at low latitudes.)

The largest perturbation in the H-component at low latitudes produced

by the Birkeland currents systems occurs along the noon-midnight meridian.

The value at point A on the noon equator is

H ---- (I sin a - I sin a (3)
A TrR 1 1 2 sin 2)e

where H A is measured positive northward, l i(i = 1,2) is the total current in

the region i current system, and a is the colatitude of the region i currenti1

system. By symmetry:

HB = -H A  (4)

The ionospheric closure currents provide shielding and tend to reduce the

perturbation magnetic field at the surface. As we have seen, if the conduc-

*1 tivity of the ionosphere were isotropic and uniform, the closure current

would cancel the field of the Birkeland current everywhere under the ionosphere,

4,______________
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The conductivity of the ionosphere is neither isotropic nor uniform.

The presence of Hall currents and of spatial gradients in the conductivities

violate the conditions necessary for perfect cancellation of the Birkeland

current field at the surface of the earth. There are two limiting cases which

illustrate the range of the surface fields that result. In the direct closure

limit, the Birkeland currents close in narrow, latitudinally confined electro-

jets. In the other limit, the Pederson conductivity is taken to be uniform,

so that the field of the Birkeland current plus its Pederson current closure

is zero under the ionosphere. However, the associated Hall current produces

a non-zero field at the surface.

The direct closure case is represented to a good approximation by equations

(3) and (4) for H and H The field produced at low latitudes by the direct
A B

closure current (subscript D) is considerably smaller than that produced by

the Birkeland current (Crooker and Siscoe, 1974). Thus,

(HA )D  (HB)D wR (11 sin a, 12 sin a2) (5)
e

Also, by symmetry, referring to points C and D in Figure 5.1,

(H) = (HD)D - 0 (6)

To obtain similar expressions for the case of uniform Pederson

conductivity, we assume that the ratio of the Hall to Pederson conductivities

is a constant n, i.e., the Hall conductivity is also taken to be uniform.

(However, the sign of n must change across the equator to reflect the change

in the sign of the vertical component of the earth's magnetic field.) The

Hall current, J, is perpendicular to the Pederson current J everywhere,Z--v
in a direction given by J x i in the northern hemisphere, where _ is a unit

-v
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vector in the radial direction. J flows in the -J x direction in the

southern hemisphere. The Hall current streamline pattern is, therefore,

everywhere orthogonal to the streamline pattern of the Pederson current. It

is easy to demonstrate by means of a sketch of the current streamlines that at

middle and low latitudes, the Hall current pattern can be obtained simply by

performing a 900 eastward rotation in longitude of the Pederson current pattern.

At high latitudes, the two patterns deviate even after rotation, since one

closes completely in the ionosphere whereas the other terminates at the iono-

spheric intersection of the Birkeland currents. The two patterns would coincide

exactly after rotation in the limit in which aI and a2 approach zero (c.f.,

Figure 5.1).

The field at middle and low latitudes is determined mainly by the middle

and low latitude part of the current pattern. Hence, the Hall current field is

approximately the same as the field of the Pederson current appropriately

rotated. But from the Fukushima-Vasyliunas theorem, we know that the surface

field of the Pederson current is equal and opposite to that of the Birkeland

current. After tracing the connection from the Hall current field to the

Pederson and Birkeland current fields, remembering that the Birkeland and

Pederson fields have opposite signs, we find that the Hall field is approximately

the same as the Birkeland field obtained by rotating the current pattern in

Figure 5.1 900 westward. We must also multiply the Birkeland field by the

conductivity ratio n to obtain the strength of the Hall field. Thus, we arrive

at the results for uniform conductivity (subscript u):

noon-midnight: (HA i Hu = 0 (7)

Aa ( B) uI
dusk-dawn: (H ) -(H ) -- (I sin a~ I sin et) 8

C u D u ITR e 1 1 2 2
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In both limits, the quantity (I1 sin a - 12 s.n a2) enters and must be

supplied empirically. From the review article by Potemra (1979), we extract

the statistical values shown in Table 1 for quiet and disturbed conditions.

Table 5.1 Parameters used to evaluate antipodal magnetic
disturbances at the equator.

Disturbance Level 1* 1* a a (H) (Hc)u+

1 2 1 2 A D C u

Quiet (IALI < 100 y) 1.55 1.10 160 190 -4.3 y 8.7

Disturbed (IALI > 100 y) 2.70 2.45 180 210 2,7 y -5.4

Difference 7.0 y -14.1

Antipodal Difference 14.1 y -28.2

in units of 106 amperes
+ n - 2 assumed

Since the base line for measuring the amplitude of disturbances is

established during quiet conditions, the proper measure of the disturbance

produced by the Birkeland current systems is the difference between quiet

and disturbed conditions. The total amplitude of the global disturbance field

is the difference between antipodal points on the equator.

If the disturbance field is represented by a sine wave with zero average,

the Table 5.1 gives for its amplitude a value of 7 y in the direct closure case

and 14 y in the uniform conductivity case. The Hall-to-Pederson conductivity

ratio n, was taken to be 2 (Nopper and Carovillano, 1978). The low latitude

disturbance field in the direct closure case takes the form of a noon-midnight

asymmetry in H, with a positive increment at noon. In the uniform conductivity

case, it takes the form of a dawn-dusk asymmetry in H with a negative increment

at dusk.

Returning now to the original question of the low latitude ground magnetic

signature of the Birkeland currents system, we see that it should take the form

[~
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of an antipodal asymmetry in the H-component of the disturbance field, but

thatthe local time meridian of its maximum amplitude depends on the detailed

nature of the associated ionospheric current systems. The most notable

representative of an antipodal asymmetry at low latitudes is the well-known

dawn-dusk magnetic storm disturbance field asymmetry (Sugiura and Chapman,

1960; Crooker and Siscoe, 1971), which since 1966 has been attributed to a

partial ring current system (Cummings, 1966; Crooker and McPherron, 1972;

Crooker and Siscoe, 1974). This disturbance field is characterized by a

negative increment in H in the dusk meridian, and thus conforms to the case of

uniform conductivity. The amplitude found in our model is based on averages

of numbers representing quiet and disturbed conditions. Individual cases

would undoubtedly yield both larger and smaller amplitudes. However, it is

true that in previous studies of the low latitude disturbance-field asymmetry,

an amplitude of 14 y would be among the very lowest values considered (e.g.,

Crooker and Siscoe, 1971). The calculation of the asymmetry for values of I

and 12 based on time periods for which ALI> 500 y or 1000 y, would likely

represent more faithfully the conditions under which the low latitude disturbance-

field asymmetry is most pronounced.

We note with regard to the amplitude of the low latitude disturbance field

produced by the Birkeland current system, that the disturbance fields of the

two components of this system, the region I and region 2 currents, nearly

cancel each other. What remains is a small residual field. For example, the

amplitude of the region 2 current system alone in the uniform conductivity,

disturbed condition case is (Hc)u = -95 y. It would appear as if the two

component systems are coupled in such a way that if they act in direct opposition,
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as we have arranged them to do, they nearly cancel each other. In the interest

of simplicity, we have perhaps been too strict in imposing exact opposition.

The results of this study were reported at the Geomagnetism Workshop

held at AFGL, April 1979. The presentation lead R.A. Wolf and coworkers to use

the Rice University magnetospheric convection model to test the general hypo-

thesis that the low latitude disturbance field asymmetry results from the

Birkeland current systems (Harel et al., 1979). They indeed found the predicted

asymmetry, but they judged that the main factor contributing to it was a down-

ward current into the polar ionosphere in the noon meridian and an upward

current in the midnight meridian. The low latitude disturbance field was

then produced in the direct closure mode from this noon-midnight current

residual. (These currents would not be represented in our models as presented

in Chapers 4 and 5.)

A noon-midnight Birkeland current component can be simulated in our

two component model by means of a longitudinal offset between the region 1

and region 2 current systems. The region 2 system must be rotated westward

with respect to the region 1 system.

In terms of the quantities already defined, if we add an offset angle 6,

then the direct closure, disturbance field resulting from an uncompensated

westward rotation of the region 2 current system is

HR 2 sin a2 -in V (10)

Using disturbance condition parameters and B 450, we find (Hc ) 0 -34 y.

Once again, larger values would result if currents appropriate to more dis-

turbed conditions were used.
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D. Recommended Approach

For the reasons indicated in Chapter 4, while magnetic signatures

corresponding to our globally determined ionospheric current configurations

could easily be calculated, the utility of such results could be limited.

Above we presented within the context of a simple model most features necessary

to consider in determining the ground magnetic signature. For the purpose

of determination of such magnetic signatures, the approach we recommend is

to build upon the current Report to: (1) increase the applicability of our

models to real events (see section 4E); (2) develop a magnetospheric extension

of our current models to provide closure of currents out of the ionosphere

(this should be done in recognition of the work of R. Wolf and collaborators):

(3) take earth induction effects into account realistically.

*1
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6. AURORAL BOUNDARY LOCATIONS

Magnetospheric conditions affect both tile occurrence and location

of auroras, but until recently, there was no means of monitoring auroral

activity on a global scale. Images from DMSP satellites now provide the

opportunity to observe auroras every 1-2/3 hours over each pole. The

images sacrifice time resolution compared with all sky camera coverage,

but this is more than compensated for by the images' wide spatial coverage,

clockwork regularity, and timely reception vital for practical applications.

With proper training, DMSP images can be interpreted reliably without very

much difficulty. Also, the sensitivity of DMSP images rivals or surpasses

the sensitivity of all sky cameras, under good conditions (Eather, 1979).

These features make the images useful tools for observing auroral activity

and determining boundary positions.

The auroral boundary marks the termination of particle precipitation

sufficient to excite aurora above a threshold intensity, which depends on

the means of detection. Auroras generally expand both poleward and equator-

ward with increasing magnetic activity, but the connection is not tight;

although particle precipitation may carry some, as yet unknown, fraction of

field aligned currents, various definitions of magnetic activity may also

reflect electric currents linked only indirectly to auroras, such as the ring

current or certain ionospheric currents.

We have studied the relationship between the equatorward auroral boundary

and two famillar di ces, Kp and AE (Shoehan and Carovillano, 1978). A

reprint of the article is included at the end of this chapter. Based on 162

DMSP images taken over the north pole, the Kp dependence of the boundary near

... .IA
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local midnight is consistent with earlier findings by Lui (1975), who used

ISIS 2 satellite images, and results from the south pole DMSP images analyzed

by Nagata et al. (1975). In Figure 6.1, the average boundary latitude is

seen to steadily decrease from 670 CGL (Kp<O) to 630 CCL (Kp>4) with increasing

0magnetic activity. A 2 CGL range of scatter above and below the average

locations can be attributed partly to the incompatibility between instantaneous

F--T 1T
~61)

Kp

Figure 6.1. Average corrected geomagnetic latitude of the equatorward auroral
boundary at 0100 CGLT as a function of Kp. Error bars demark
one standard deviation. From Sheehan and Carovillano (1978).

auroral determinations and the 3 hour interval defining Kp, but similar

scatter also applies to the boundary latitude with AE, which is a virtually

instantaneous index. The average boundary location plotted in Figure 6.1 follow

rather well the ionospheric mapping of an injection boundary in the equatorial

plane determined empirically by Mcllwain (1974), as indicated in Figure 6.2.

I,
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Figure 6.2. Data of Figure 6.1 along with the McIlwain injection boundary
mapped to the aurora] zone. Two field models shown, dipole
(solid line), and empirical Mead-Fairfield (MF73). From Sheehan
and Carovillano, 1978.

Thus, the equatorward boundary seen in DMSP images is related to plasma

injected near the inner edge of the plasan sheet at the onset of substorms, at least

statistically.

Gussenhoven et al. (1978) carried out a similar analysis of auroral

boundaries in DMSP images but concentrated on the poleward boundary, which

is more difficult to clearly determine than the equatorward one. The authors

also considered Dst behavior (Figures 6.3 and 6.4, at two local times) with

the Intention of estimating ring current influence on polar cap size. They

found that separating Dst affects from AE affects was difficult to accomplish

because the general relationship between AE and Dst hampered the accumulation

of good statistics at extreme values. Nevertheless, the task of mapping auroral

locations globally, under various magnetic conditions, remains of great

importance in studying the overall state of the magnetosphere.
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Characteristics of the Equatorward Auroral Boundary Near Midnight
Determined From DMSP Images

R. E. SHEEHAN AND R. L. CAROVILLANO

Department of Physics. Boston College. Chestnut Hill, Mussachu.Teits 02167

The latitude of the equatorward auroral boundary near local midnight has been determined for 162
Defense Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP) images in November-December 1972. When grouped
according to Kp and AE. these observations show approximate linear decreases in the average boundary
latitude with increasing values of these magnetic indices. There appears also to be a slight diurnal
variation in the boundary location. Mapping of the appropriate Mcllwain injection boundaries to auroral
latituoes shows good agreement with the average D MSP equatorward auroral boundary latitude. Similar
anal)ses at 2000 and 2200 CGLT (corrected geomagnetic local time) using a different set of DMSP images
yield similar results. with somewhat pooir agreement under quiet conditions.

!NTRODUCTION dian is convenient because of its proximity to the ground track
Auroral images from satellites have been especially useful in for images from a satellite orbiting in the noon-midnight

studies of glohal auroral patterns during substorms [Pike and plane. Because the satellite is stabilized in a fixed plane relative
Whahn. 1974: Snyder el al., 1914; .4kasofu. 1974; Carovillano to the earth-sun line. the magnetic coordinates in a series of
et at, 1974]. Isis satellites provide valuable spectral informa- images shift diurnally as the earth rotates below, and this effect
huo. IImt et al. 19 75u. bh. while U.S. Air Force satellites in the is taken into account by the gridding process.
Defcnse Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP) series pro- Generally, dtffuse-appearing aurora served to define the
duce high-resolution images in a broad band extending from measured equatorward boundary. However, DMSP images
long sisihle ito near-infrared wavelengths. Some studies are cannot accurately portray the entire range of possible auroral
based ont a small number of images selected to complement intensities. Saturation occurs at relatively low brightness levels
other data. Work involving large groups of DMSP images and often hinders discrimination between diffuse and discrete
[it ol:iuorth and Afeng. 1975; Carucillano. 1975; Berkey and aurora, based on structure alone. When a distinction is pos-
Aaid,. 1976] requires extensive gridding and analysis, sible, it is based solely on the actual DMSP images and not on
.traightforward but tedious b) hand and expensive by com- complementary information. When comparisons have been
puter 1.sen so. statistical studies exploring the gamut of mag- possible, our results have been quite consistent with features
netospheric conditions become more inviting and possible as seen in all-sky camera pictures Whether diffuse or discrete in
large quantities of images become asailable. appearance, the boundary is usually quite sharp and is taca-

The primary measurement reported in this paper is the sured within r* of latitude.
latitude of the equatorward auroral boundary as seen in HIsrouGAMs Wiitt Kp, AE. AND UT AS PARAMetERs
I)MSP images. Orbiting in circular paths with 102-min peri- Figures Ia, lb and Ic contain histograms showing the dis-
ods. DMSI satellites travel in either the noon-midnight or the tribution of DMSP images by equatorward auroral boundary
da%%n-dusk meridian plane. A radiometer pointing toward latitudeearth builds an imtage by rapidls s ,,nning narrow strips per- aitde when grouped parametrically accordtng to the Ap
eartildrto the satellite path proJected to the earth's surface x, the A E index, and image universal time. respectively. Inpendicular tr thtelie apahrje tensityof haros see this format, each image has four quantities associated with it:( t h e g r o u n d t r a c k ). T h e a p p a r e n t in te n s t y o f a u r o r a s s e e n in q a o w r b u n r y l t u d , n i e s l i m , n d h e p r -
D MSP images depends on several factors: absolute radiometer equatorward boundary latitude, universal time, and the appro-scnsitis it., o im nage and copy quality (in our ease. 35- priate Kpn and AL indices For increasing values of Kp and AE

original ithe histograms display shifts in the distributions from aboutmm iranspairencics from the WVorld tData Centerl. oblique6'.ieitig angles away from the Wenterld ofta the ndtr)k (i 67" CGL (quiet conditions) to about 620 CGI (active condi-r hijn eict, i and unccrtain background albedo from ice and ions) (CGL is corrected geomagnetic latitude). There are only'louds (see C arotdlluno f975] for a discussion of these effects a small number of cases corresponding to large values of Kp orOur data base consists o 16 2 Ms images t ffkcn by .4E. but the trends are both unmistakable and expected from
OUintdita hstellits drf the DMpi m er n 14 t the definitions of the indices. The distributions for Ap and A E)ecenmber I1. 1972. A t)MSP satellite can produce a mai- are sharply peaked at 67' CG[ during very quiet conditions.but in all cases where there are more than a few images theiium of about 430 images in a month. but gaps in the data are idth of each dtstribution spans about 5 of latitude. Large

rather common, and sonic images are of doubtful quality for scatter is understandable when Kp is used as a parameter
reasons related to the problems mentioned above. In addition, bcauei is an -raeae mid-ltiud agn etex

expoureprobemsandintefernce y te fll mon om-because it is a 3-hour-averaged mid-latitude magnetic index
and therefore may not represent the wide degree of auroral

nonth result in poor-quality images. The data base tn this variability possible withn a 3-hour interval. The 4E index.
tuds was chosen because it contained a good sample of high- however, more nearly provtdes an instantaneous indtcation of

qualit ' iimages Our procedure was to grid each image with a howe tic activi y o e s n in t anta ne . Tnd cat ter
c:orrc.tcd geomagnetic (CG)coordinale system IWhalen. 19701 magnetic activity somewhere in the auroral zone. The scatter
and to measure the lati~ude of the equatorward auroral bound- in the distributtons for the boundary latitude for 50-y AE

irt at the 0100 CGLI (CG local time) meridian. This meri- ranges means that there is a general, but by no means unique.
connection between general high-latitude magnetic conditions

op~righi ( 1979 by the Anicrain Gcoph~sical Union and the auroral boundary location

twc'ierim er i , N(I.\ h7 4749
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_____VARIATION Of~ lII- A% RArf E-QtATORWARL) B()t %DARN

10 0O 0 10 S LAlItht~ Willi Ap ,Nr AL
70 Figure 2 display, the average and standard des anon of the

equatorward auroral boundary, latitude distributions it 0100
(IGIT versus Ap. Here integer Ap values encompass neighbor-

0O 11 1 ng fractional cases, and the Ap -- I data point also includes

K,-0,l K,-2 Kp-3 K4 Ki images with Ap = 0 The dercrease in the average latitude of the
equittorward boundary, varies approximately linearly with Ap

b hen I f, Aip- 5. When the-. results are compared Awith the

10 10 5 5 S results of Lut i-i al I 1975bJ from Isis 2 data, a general agree-
r '-T ~ ~ n'ment between the two types of imaging is found ([ igure 31

_j 70-~ Also, the equatorward trend over the Ap range I is coin-J3 0 parable to that shown by SiaAor 119691 based o'n alI-ski,
~ aso o-ic iu-io io- Ioo carrerai data for Q index values ranging from 2 to 6 Onf the

60-00-s 50100 100-SO SO oo- other hand, accord is not as good with in analysis of south
200 ple D SP inagesduring May-June 1973 by Nagata et a/.

A E (a) [ 19751 As show n in Figure 4. the trends are similar, but our

Z50 30- ~- *- ~5Oaverage latitude% aire 1 *-20 lower fnr Kp = 2. 3. and 4 These
300 350 400 450 differences could arise fromn the particular sets of images used

_70 in each studN or ph~sicaly from at lack of conjugacto between
~ GS5 the northern ,ind the southern hemisphere in the corrected

60 111 '" 11 geomragnetic system. The change fin the average equatorial
-,~ ~latitude versus A E (Figure ) can he approxinmated roughly, b,

5 5 S 15 S a linear decrease of about I0 *(G L, /00 -y.

Only on exceptional occasions does the aurora extend below
C 600 CGIA. For example, during the great inagnetic storm pe-

r ---- , - riod in earls. Au~gust 1972 the equatorward boundary ap-
~ 7o~ ~ ~ ~ proacbed 550 (GI. iinly diuring an extremely disturbed inter-

If 70 val Ahen Api reached 8. .A linear extrapolation of Figure 2 to
4,13 _0 ->5led oasiia a

i.5 Ar It lead to' a 0u v a
0-3 3-6 6-9 9-12 12-IS 15-16 18-2i Zi-24 Pt AS54A INJIt ('11N PII "sOsIt I

U T Observ atioits o f m agnetospheric plasm a at sy nchronous o.)r-
I ig I Hlistogramns iii the CqIiJiiorssird a uroral boundary grouped bit 16.6 R, b ase heen reported by DeForest and Aft-llwatn

IuriWto 1a) Ap indcx. (h) -It Iindex, and If)UTV Ir t'ic in 119711. Those authors exhibit their data in the form of energy-
1jirticses indic~ate the iiuiiher oif I) \tSl' imiagcs for cadh cisc timne spectrogramrs and gis e fluxes of electrons and protons in a

range of energies as at function of time. Characteristic dis-
persion structures are seen in these spectrograms that indicate

If arorl ativtS ccured atioml atany imeof he aythat the satellite encounters protons and electrons of different
the distribution of images by boundary latitude would he energies Lit various points along its orbit. As the satellite moves
broad and flat when grouping vsis done according to the
LIIIIiseral time of the image. .- hlhough the small number of
cases iii each UT interval in Figure Ic makes it difficult to draw
firm con1clusions, the data in oiLr sample tend to suggest that 11
the auroral equatorwitard boundar% more commonly extends to
lo0s L.itm~des in the lttler half of the UT day. Images taken
irTO'uid 00)18) U T may be biased. however, because at this time (3
the t01(10 (CIT meridian is in a position prone to Van Rhijn 65"
enhancenment. If real. the small diurnal effect exhibited in _

igmic If could be a reflection of a diurnal change in the ~( 7
is crilge polar cap siie itr possibly of a misalignment of the
,ir;tded gconuignetii. coiirdtnite -;sstem with the avecrage

miroiwl oval. T he siie of the polair cap cannot he determined
a1'Curately fromn DMSP images except in rare cases because t
their linmitedl spatial coverage. but sinmilar trends with no phase
L~ip, at ses cral other local times w ould indicate an otverall 60"11
expainsioni and cotttraction of the average nightstdc auroral I 2 3 4 5

- il If ss sitnitc phaise ditlerenkses *inolng the d iurnail trends KP
11 M:Cseal I(Ii. titlics sserc ihrb~erdt his hebas or wiould %fig- er.,it-Ir.iviittiiiit.1l 4.iisat

ft I thu i i.isin t ascriIg o%.i) ',crt is which shifts l-icatiin .1IIt, I,h, i u v r i ii () it I Iis%., f ifit, I iwi itI A p. t,, tp i I i it-
relatis to iian eccentrc (andi 1rerhiis nrinlinc.ir) Loirdinmie daii haif% asi wil ms ifitignu I t unit hits Ic-iirk mii *iaiidjri

"'Icit a, ibc C'irth ro ties tic% ijiun
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6I100 zoo 30 00O

.1 w e ai 1 19'5b] usmng Isis 2 Images 1-ach small dot represents onlC
,,,, imaic % nidicati invariantI fjtitude. swhich is %cry similar to Ap and magnetic local time in hours, p (1800 to i 2400

*rreicOtt Pcom.1gniic laitiude CG LT). Mauk and Al -lwain [ 19741 analyzed their ATS 5 data
in this way using the value of Kp at the time of encounter A ith

Ifrni e% ening local tinic ts ard midnight. high-energy protons cold plasma and regard R.t to be useful in describing the
tirc enicountered first. followed by successively lower energy injection boundary's location when a subsiorm occurs.

rotons uint il ihere occurt, a simultancous encounter with near- Coordinated ground-based photometer and ATS 5 studies by
lcri-ciit-rg protons and electrons (the inner edge of the Eather et al. [1976] give furtber significance to the injection
plaisiiia street) Occasionally protons and electrons of all boundary COnICept.

eii~rgics shto%% enhanced fluxes simultaneously. as if a cloud of
hv-tedplama uddnlyappard o wa crate atthesatl- DMSP Ak;RO&AI BOUNDARY AND Till: MVCli WAIN lNJE(CTI(iN

heatd pasmasudenl appare orwas reaed t th sacl-BOUNDARY NEAR LOCAL. MIDNIGHlT
lite's location. This is called an injection event.

111 calcuilating the particle drift motion caused by magnetic In Figure 6 a comparison is made between the DMSP

lield cuisature and gradient and adding the convection of a boundary location and the Mellwain injection boundary R,, at

postulated electric field, [)eForest and Mcllwain were able to 0000 CGLT a, a function of Kp. The formula for R,, is valid
trace particle trajectories backward in time from their Inca- only up to local midnight. and its extension past local mid-
tion, a the satellite encounter at 6.6 &v. If protons and deec- night is questionable. Although our DMSP data apply to 0100

tion. if ll energics; are traced back in the equatorial planeto a Instead of 0(XX) CG LI. this should becof little practical signiti-

commion time of origin. their locus falls on a smooth spiral cance, since the auroral boundary is generally parallel to cir-
curving toward the earth from dusk to midnight. The locus cles of constant latitude in the vicinity of local midnight. A

(Iic eo-C.Illd inject ion boundary I maiy be interpreted to be the simple dipole model (solid line) and ant empirical field model

earthward boundary of a commnon source region for particles (dashed line) are used to map the injection boundary from the

of all energies at the time of injection. A-Ilwiain [19741 derived equatorial plane to the auroral 7one. The realistic miagnetic

aI fiirniula for the statistic:al injection boundary given by R& =lields used in Figure 6 tire the M FQ (quiet. KP < 2) and M FD

I II Ill A p) (,; 7 3) R, is. the injection boundary position (disturbed, Kin 2) models described by Fairfield and Mead
Ini units it carth radii at the eq~uatoiriail plane as a function of 119751. In at review -of magnetic field models, Walker 119761

considered the Mead-l airfield models (MFQ and MfID)to be
among the best, principally because they are based on satellite
data.

In the equatorial plane the most accurate region of the
Mead-Fairlield model is -5 RF e X' 12 Rc. where A' is the
distance from the earth's center along the earth-sun line. posi-

70' X

-j 
01 MLT

C, - 70-

X X DiPOLE
S X
0 MF 73

06

60! 2_3 4 5 0 1 2 K 3 4 5

K pD
I g 6 I ao I isurc 2 ;itiriig wiih ifc sth.ll*amn ifljttt ... r. ., I

I). I *gurc i: -- r-ic, sitf !he rcsiilfs 4 a ary mnapped toi the sororat ionc isirir - thpvIe magneit fieldf n-li-

-' f-''~v. ~ .) \SP m5e5 eifi citiolid line) and 'he ernpmuat %leAit I t 0I~ 7it BiMI 7', ,

>7K~7.7j7JiW -~s~r'>r andP mfiheld rn: Iid..%h~ hrc A'Afor.. td , ,' '0i (A '1 I'1 M I

1 h.* I -r',1 1%o 0II .



M LT the ds'crage ltile late ttuld depend on the rclatjvc lteqiinLc of
lb i 2 e 22 23 ~ I) MSP 11IntuIs Mid i1tCLtIttn cient% Our ohscri alions %how

7- ha in spite oif ll hel i tors the -1erage equato-r rd .iuroril

K hound ir relatc, ell to the emipirical houndir,, Iourid ht,

A udItb A ..onJ and 1,mthiani Il j oi heI%

* ~latit ude houiidar.N of -I(X)-CV Clekikions compared ihe shape

plane 'AIt h h untdairic, of I.ik ulated A lftcn lii)ers Nn Al[ieni

aser delinc., c the Jlilss *.ppriwAi to eairth of Itlisifla 1111-

:0 M earihss4it .I itil I he iii) and depend% onl the 'iprcssed .ind
; , cototainor cec Irik ficlds I, \%ell as part'ilc ejierp ind ma-

1 t

7% - p nt ii fi moc The l1 %4-encrgy ci iron hotmditrics tracked
\,esll "ith he 'Slisei ljwe for the approprit Ce iric lield'

K, -0 hat tcsi iiaed from1 h irok as eraited U. ol the Inter-
It plan t,,rlm,ty'tiii. field Itilii sLL ,in a..ord A'th -UT tesalls

MLT using tie cirtjiri,.i h thats11 depenrds on Ali I hie it1o5c
,iiihors A- cittiteicd that :heir lindings uniparcdIiIa'or-

b 19 21) 21 22 23 a ahl it h th .L ot jut oi a! ul 11
9

7u l cited earlier. ci~epi that
7u~ ~ k ~ the potrtije houndaries %kere distrihuted somie~ fat loiser in

Kip-3 . latittudt than (he opli~il houndaries seen hN Isis

, 1 )MST' A
4

t Mi(x stl~ B i S Asi liii M(l V.AW 'IN l\Ii 11ON

706 B ecaiuse i he k nossiin clioL0l hOUndiri, extend, tron dusk to
___minight a conlp~rion "s ith the auroral equator A ard hound-

K, -4 I -
J, 5ar) can akoi he made in that region to see sshethcvr the igrec-

LU - ien found abc hit estends into the cI efitg sctor fislogranis
a 5 of' the 1)MSP equalor~ard auroral houndar) lititudc. as lanc-

g~~ ins of both Ap and lical limes ranging from IS(K) to 2400

:6 (11il. are gisen il Figure 7 N D)MSP satellite in a ~Assn-
F '' dusk orhital planec pros ided image% during the samte time

i.O period ats \4.i% used ahove iNisernher 14 to Decemher 15.
Itt' rims n sisti' the nirit1hcr it I)MSPI' mages ssih 1972). Its orbit allossts nearl ' dai) long eovcragc II the evening

I -d .... f 'i ... d.wci otheiciited I'itrsat of(U it local timec sectoir from 2M) ii) 21M~ C(1 I Triangles at de-
"I -- 91,it, r.c.n~tiii AI, I imalth (iltd Imic .ih creasing latitudes in Vigure~ I Iite the equatorial hiiundars ofl
-,,lo,,, in A th m jice t.,l tie .tii ,iide ki , the siatistlital I eldstetn osal as gisen hi, Wh/al I ''Iil for Q2

li-ni,~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ w I. I tr si tiiistd .ind ,r 1ir1,

20 MLT

7Oh DI+ POLE -

I is i dire,:ied Ititsrd the suit \t 111100) Ui ;I 1. fotr 0 A 1
7;1,,: range i! the %illssatin houndlir\ in) he niphiside equo r7

ior* , 'n nixic 1,4 1 R, -- r' 7 R,. ihich falls moink K
a, iii tetichlfrmodel', most iscutlt range It iI esideit friotm

SI ic In ithit there is giitd igrcctn!r hct 'seeti the jsera1ge Zt01' ii1)

~ i )\l~ mtrnr it hoitidar% lo,.iti, inf the mapping of /?,. h,, ('0 L -I_

-~0 1 2 3 4 51. li eiriia \ d-I .ir'!Cld ill.1glictic hel~d Model I he iiidis- K,
tid t)~ Iiple I H, ilso ,iiomp.ireN qluite %%ell at ill Ap

ins-s, 11t iildf he iwtef thait tile lintili (otr the \ichlssain

\!:er ic,-twn the I1ky ,iur~h Pt0iti011 shills ill reSPIITtse i0 22j

c 'I' '-Indii. pa-ticliv drili motions It at I)IS' hiage is 7 r isec iti c tulle afttr in titeji1on eseit occurs. the itiroril t IO
Itittlir\ ptsittin shouild rellest this chiange T hus to the ~I
stili !hat the tttro-al hitunhari, is related t., the 11?~inietin ~

'iitrilte scatter depicted III I igure 6 Lould result from
its iiirtCs 111 statisticil %iritoisn tn the iiil inleettol

ht' ,ii inso-tw itnd i2 I n 1 ditiii'ts of the hoiundir% twa 11 -25)i 14i !91 16; 14.

iller i!,c n~te 'l ceet t.i l.ine viluld esptit 111 0 1 a 4

,cc ,ntret n ~itt in the hitidirs ai the timte lay he- Ko
I 'se-l 'W hie'tittt CIC lit itd .1 s'ihses'Iten IN 1 11) Inrie in- I X SIte) .11 1 PgiiC i i 11 pi sh1V1g 1114.11 0111

r ' I oft Ittirg iiinher Ot , -Cs Under gtsett l itis Nisli I'u'I... .'Il .i1"d ilft i t Ii
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1. 4.ed Q 7 is also included for Kejt _ 3. The Q index is a sponding to steady plasma sheet precipitation could result
I ini ,iuror.,l ioire mlaginetic idest emplo~cd by Russian from the exposure problems discussed earlier. However, an

workers and is roughts cquisaleiii io Ap, especially during explanation is still needed for the presence of intense arcs (by
quiet kinfiidiiori ((Itar and .tiead. 197lJ Although the Q DMSP standards) observed poleward of the projected Mcl-
Idex klocs not correspo-nd csactis tot Ap. it ts, obvious that the wain boundary If such instances tire related to injections, then
D)MSPm hosuidars disiributiotis hise .i local time depeiidcnc they may he exanmple% of the so-called 'contracted oval sub-
siiniilar to that oit the ,iuroril (I% a) storms' lAarnude et al, . 975 * A karofu. 1 9751 suggested to origi-

I igurc K gisc es laI~titude of t he auroral and NMcIlswain n~ate Well back fin the plasma sheet This proposed type of
injectiol. boundaries at 2(50) and 22W0 CciI Tin the samec substorm occurs %ell poleward of most auroral /one observa-
format as was used in I igure IS In F-igure 8 the small kink seen tories and is reported to coincide with a northward pointing
in the klead-lairfield 71 (MI 71 field mapping results from interplanetary magnetic field, Polewtird injections giving rise
the transition from the \11 l 'tto the NilV 73D model at All = ito contracted oval substorms do not contradict the observa-
I I or Al,' 3 the I)\ISP auroral boundairy agrees Aell with Lions OF eiat/ive ef al. 1 19761J. because they are presumed to

the lield-iapped 'iclowamn boundary Wihen data from the occur within the preexistintg plasma sheet, although further
1,tw I) NSI' satellites are cominled, vie conclude from Figures dowkn the tail than usual
i6 ,ind h liji (ortit oder ate ,and high A,' val1ues the itserige
eqirtirwArd auerora) boundary maps closely onto the statisti- SL NIMARN
cali NMcI wji am nlecton houndirs MIeasurements of the equtiorward auroral boundary lati-

kvi aiso obserse in, I igure S that igreetntt between the tudc near local midntight from 162 DMSP images show that
statist i- it fin i~tion and au ~r.11 boundaries worsens tow ard the average latitude varies linearly with A,' or A E. decreasing
loss Ap .iluc, A1' - (0 21 Aside lroii purely statistical error%, front 67' (CGI. to about 610 CGI for A,' < 5 o r A E 600
thecre itrc pissibe c\plantaiions for this trenid (Ill Sone it'o The rather large scatter around the a\ erage positions indicates
hei loss A,' im'age, repiesented in I It nrc 9 (about 20'-, t base a that the auroral boundary is only roughly related to ground

tcd-ett a-sist, as s denked h% timintess tfcity lights and nmagnet it conditions Hltosr, it mapping otf the appropriate
h.0,vronird illUt1nrtati )11 Suich irtriges wkould miss faint aur- NIcllwair Injection boundary from the equatorial plane ito
or.,' from precipitatioit occa -ritg ses eral hours after the last auroral latitude,, produces ac urve that coincides fairly well
iit rco ii nd t herefore siilsi create a hi as uinder loiA A,' wkith average mi oral boundaries at local midnight for Ap
,oirdmon si2s During inter'ao itsi o A, iteions are rare, ranging from I it) 11 At 2(lX) and 2200 CGLT the agreement is
ItIhe~r c ,'r it a tew I)SP image% mna% showk a aroral condi- good for Api 3-5. hut the auroral boundary averages about
tor dIirecti Iso~nncord wkith anitntcstin To compare I) NSP 20 polceward oif the MclI amn bountdairy during quieter condi-
rcesults with the %tclwkin houtiars under quiet conditiouns, trolls (Api 0-2 v
\,c should s ctonk Ishose ini iges tamken soon a fter the infre-
,uIiti imcctrs thait (!o occur InI tact this procedure should ,Aiis-Jir'u Thes rcsearch "as supported in part bye con-
be used ainder .i -111irtiimns. bI' heC-11use high A,' is generalls tiacts, Al I5 62N1 543 arid f 1t128-"7( 4151 end hi the A'tiiiospheric
isssoit ce with substormse and irticxtions. most oif the irmages Restarcti Scstoir. National Ssiclcet: rI undation
11 as !0r10 wilt autsr-rt,mttcalls "t: ssithin seseral hours of-the the I-ditir thanks R It ttsiliwortli anrd A I N I ai for their

rrrsi e~tiitiiiresrir' Ctiit ii'aner iii cx .liiraiig this paper.

Rti t tKvN( i-!s
-\I! \91sii)\ "till kRi -N ir -Hsi 1 iit) 1It KSTi DIs

I~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~~~ksua Si~rjrn eaieteiictn onaNi)arrlpe ZWU -1 A 'idy of autrora) displass photographed from the
I )'.es a sis rla in~ te inret ~rnb. rsrslas s' urr~m pr- M~P-2 satellite and froim the lilaska meridian chain of stitions.

l'i ihi.ise: heet arried oii prcsiiruls I orr exanmple. Spa, - No Ret . /6, 617. 1974
proiniii hmi,,,l psh'isinntrr. esurcmriieit tmade trim the foot -Akemsofu., S I ,The role of the north-south component oIf thre inter-
oIi the \' I1 N f ield lint: hs Laife (gh,I.' al 11 9761. has e bee planetir% inignetic field un large scale a urorat dynamics obsersed

rrrl'tcl sit pmrri I fuse .'berxel hs~ ~ ~ h h% the t)MSP sateltite. Planet Spate S ir , 23. 1349, 1975.aurs
%%ih artki fu~c o~credhAIS' t Kvcr- Bcrlitc. t I-. ind) Y Kamiriti. On the disatiution of gliihalauo%!ioiis 10rbi ITheir auirrl oii.itrloris spin latitudes abose during intcrsatsol magnetIospheirequietI. J Getephi Ri S/. 4701,

u ilI hel ie, \, t ti sreid line: prsiction and pros ide infornid- 1476~
i ii hout riigcsphcrric regriru remnote from the ATS saidt- ( 1rs11 uttanui. R I . S Iried mosdel of auroral suhstoirrt development.

IiL I bes% ibsers that i ctionsi iccurrngn sit sTS 5 eorre- Rep .4t1 RI -.I R-0'.%5. Air tI rcc ( aunhiridyi: Rex Iab ,Bedford,
'idto iurr~u enarteirerrs i 'h fot o th ~T S eld iss .Auig 11, 1975

ronkl~~~~~~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ irotjorj crhauttant f efotofte Ti.fel R t - NI S 61rscenhosir., R. E Sheehan. aiid G, L,Iw, t i.if uiiiru enbarceniii it other latitudes ire infectrons S %L c Stu dv sif .irnrr activity fronm Dapp phortographs (abstract),.
'0.1 1i, Wi, be intecrred front ;h(- 4ispcrsion iii pairticle irris~als feet /Ironi 4015 S5 1171, 1974
55Is t we ,\ tit ati ira . cotrespirFd to elettron precipitat ion DO )orcst. S t . and C I Mcllwain. Plaima clouds in the nmagnet-

sir he ive ede si th pts'ru shet )nthe3 quet asstn )Sphere, ./ (Piopht % Rev . WIn 3557. 1971lion~~~~~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 1h n reg i h ct() h ue ai ther. R V1I and S B Mcnridc Airborne obscrvatiorfs of juroral
ifier ii pr iod I oher ci .if ibse sed a premuditight au- precipitton paitrns. J Geosphai Rev . 76. t746. 1971
iortil hi irturs riiriv !roi (iii to, 61t" it 2(XX) '200X UGI I t ither. R 11 . 1, N Nindc. and R J R Judge, Plasma injction at

1 i .'c asI hji DI S 5P imie_ itc.shibit ed mTaN~ cases .1 ss nchronoks orbit and spatial and temporal aurora] morphologs. J.
bf~uilt fic n this ire: whenct A,' it orI. .although there are Geihi , Ri-u N/ 2t5 7

;),,c %.rd hii, Ismndaic% %hi~ lairfield. 1) 1t , end G 1) %lea,id Majinetosphcrie mapping with a
I ~ pi s .in I ht xc - it hsisrrd~iics ssuchi t.it~icu sirrinwic id imiodel. J (o-iphil HeR-, Mi s15

"IC, griie ~ iti (d1 ire substirwi,ult l1,
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DMSP POLEWARD AURORAL BOUNDARIES AND

MOVEMENTS WITH MACNETIC ACTIVITY

M. S. Gussenhoven, M. D'Anton, R. L. Carovillario (all at:

Department of Physics, Boston College, Chestnut Hill, MA

02167)

The DMSP images for October, 197N, are used to study the

variation of the poleward edge of auroral displays and their

latitudinal extent with a variety of ground Tiagnetic indices.

The variation with Dst relates to the influence of the ring

current on high latitude accessibility of auroral particles.

Consecutive DMSP images fo: this period (which includes a

magnetic storm and several disturbed days) are gridded in

corrected geomagnetic coordinates and local time. Two DMqP

satellites (8531 and 9532) were recording at this t-irn. The

most poleward and the most equatorward edge of tne aurora shown

for each hourly interval of local time from 1800 to 0600 hours

through the midnight sector are recorded. The well-establihed

equatorward motion of the equatorward edge of th aurora near

midnight, as magnetic activitv increases, is shown also to be

the case at other local timits :tudied. The poleward motion is

somewhat more complex and les;> rogular; however, a significant

movement of the auroral boundary towards high er latitude with

increasing Dst is found at all local times.
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7. MAGNETOSPHERIC DETERMINANTS OF THE GLOBAL
DISTRIBUTION OF PARTICLE PRECIPITATION

A. Introduction

The goal of this research has been to identify and quantify the

magnetospheric factors that determine where the particle precipitation

characteristics of the auroral zone occur at any given time. New observa-

tional characteristics of the auroral zone were presented in Chapter 6. In

addition, the statistical or average auroral zone location is well known,

as is the fact that displacements from the average are common. The magneto-

spheric processes that govern the displacements are the subjects of concern

here.

In the simplest descriptions, the geometrical (convertible to geographical)

quantities of interest are: i) the opening angle of the poleward limit of the

precipitation band, 2) the opening angle of the equatorward limit of the

precipitation band, and 3) the displacement of the center of the band (in the

sense of the center of a circle) from the dipole axis. These are essentially

latitudinal variations. Variations in longitude were not included in this first

(three part) phase of the investigation except as they arise from the displace-

ments of the centers of the auroral bands from the geographical poles.

The first two quantities listed are believed to be controlled by the

orientation and strength of the interplanetary magnetic field and by the

magnetospheric ring current. The ring current contribution is particularly

important in accounting for the largest displacements of the auroral precipitation

from its average location.

A model describing how the ring current controls the opening angle of the

poleward edge of the precipitation band has been proposed under this contract.
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It reqilre!. for its use knowledge of the magnetic moment of the ring current

(Mn). in this model, the location of the equatorward edge of the auroral zone

is identified with the inner edge of the ring current (R ).r

Existing ring current models are not of much use for our purposes, because

they require that the entire ring current particle distribution be specified

as an input function. That function must be found empirically, by in situ

spacecraft measurements, or by other means that are extraneous to the models

themselves. It was necessary, therefore, as a first stage of this investigation

to develop a ring current model in which the ring current evolved self-consistently

to a given (presumably storm-time) state from a prior (presumably prestorm) state.

4. Quasi-Self-Consistent Ring Current Model

In this section, we summarize the quasi-self-consistent, high beta, injec-

tion model for the storm-time ring current that has been successfully developed

by Siscoc (1979a). It has the advantage over previous models of completely

determining al ring current parameters in terms of two observables: 1) the

geomagnetic Dst index, and 2) the beta of the ring current plasma at a single

(and arbitrary) distance. The ring current beta can be determined at any time

prior to the ring current decay phase-even prior to the development of the

storm. If this parameter (beta) is the same for all storms, then only Dst is

needed to specify all ring current parameters. This possibility can be investi-

gated enipirically.

Some results obtained from the model are shown in Figures 7.1 to 7.3.

Figure 7.1 shows the calculated relationship between Dst and the geocentric

distance to the inner edge of the ring current (R ) in units of earth radii
r

(Re). The family parameter, R, is the second of the two model parameters. It
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The dependence of the ring current disturbance field
at earth (H) on the distance to the inner edge of the
ring current (R) for different "entropy" plasmas
characterized by k, the distance at which the beta of

the plasma is unity.
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?. gI',.r hy h '" !P' , w I ch I t a ((,nstant of the model . Figure 7.1 indicates

that whei IR moves into the range of 3 to 4 (Re ), storm-time Dst values result,

in accord with available observations. Figure 7.2 shows the dependence of the

ring-current magnetic moment (normalized to units of the earth's dipole moment)

on Dst and the parameter k. Figure 7.3 gives a comparison between the ring

current magnetic field calculated from the model and the only published example

for which the values of k and R can be empirically and simultaneously determinedr

(Hoffman, 1973). The agreement is quite good. The deviations seen at r < 3.5

(Re) can be attributed to time variations, which were not taken into account

in the calculated curve.

As these figures show, given observed values of Dst and k (or in the case

of k perhaps a standard value will be adequate), values of Mand R can be

determined. These are the quantities which then govern the values of the first

of the listed geometrical features of the particle precipitation.

C. Ring Current Effect on Polar Cap Size

The Dst versus M4 relationship displayed in Figure 7.2 has been used

to assess the ring current contribution to the equatorward expansion of the

auroral oval during geomagnetic storms (Siscoe, 1979b). The principle upon

which the contribution is determined is simply stated. The ring current magnetic

moment is a vector which points in the same direction as the geomagnetic

dipole moment ME. The solar wind interacts with the coupled earth-ring current

system, which as a combined dipole moment MR + ME > ME. Now we simply scale

up the size of the magnetosphere from its size when there is no storm and when

MR <' MF, using the well-known dipole scaling 
relations. A larger magnetosphere

necessarily has a larger amount of magnetic flux forming its tail. The magnetic
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flux in the tail maps into the polar caps of the earth, which demarcate the

polar boundaries of the auroral ovals. Thus, the poleward border of the ovals

move equatorward as MR increases. The formula expressing this relationship

(Siscoe, 1979b) is:

Cos X (Cos X '( RJ/33 ___ 1/12

where X is the magnetic latitude of the poleward edge of the oval, pst isp

the solar wind stagnation pressure, and A* = 700 and p* = 1.2 x 10-8 dyne
p st

cm- 2 are fiducial (actually about average) values. Since we are interested

here in the contribution from MR, we set p st , i.e., we assume an average

solar wind stagnation pressure. Then we can plot the equatorward displacement

AX -=* - X as a function of MR/ME. This is shown here as Figure 7.4. We
p

see from this figure that a displacement of 50 requires a magnetic moment

ratio near unity, and a displacement of 100, a ratio of approximately two.

The curve in Figure 7.4 and the cuves in Figure 7.2 can be combined to

2
provide a plot of the displacement, AX, as a function of H(z 3 Dst) for

different assumed values of the parameter k. This is shown here as Figure 7.5.

We see, as expected, AX increases with increasing IDstl and with increasing k.

As an example, consider the curve for which k - 8 and for the purpose of

3
illustration let Dst = I H. The actual proportionality factor between Dst and

H depends on the strength of the currents induced in the earth by the storm

and can vary from a minimum of unity to a maximum of 3/2, the value assumed.

Thus, in the case of a large storm that achieved a disturbance level given

by Dst = -500 nT, the corresponding value of H would be -333 nT. Using the

k - 8 curve, we then find AX = 5.75 ° , or that the poleward edge of the auroral

oval would be located at a geomagnetic latitude near 640.
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The dependence of the latitudinal shift of the
poleward border of the auroral oval on the
magnetic moment of the ring current, MR
(measured here in units of the geomagnetic
dipole moment, ME).

The two cases shown correspond to initial =0

locations of the border at X* =600 and 700

geomagnetic latitudes.

Figure 7.4
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The dependence of the latitudinal shift of the poleward border
of the auroral oval on the ring current magnetic field (TDstti.5 Hi),
as determined from the I* = 700 curve of Fig. 7.4 and the previous
derIved relation between MR and H (Siscoe, 1979a) in Fig. 7.2.

Figure 7.5
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Against the prediction given here, we can compare the observations

relating to the storm of 11 February 1958 published by Akasofu and Chapman

(1962). This particular storm was characterized by a large negative value

of Dst, which reached -500 nT, and by a large equatorward motion of the

auroral zone. All sky camera observations stations located in the mainland

United States, Canada and Alaska revealed that during one interval of about

20 minutes duration, the northern edge of the auroral oval was located at

approximately 550 geomagnetic latitude.

Clearly it would be desirable to perform similar comparisons for other

storms. However, the important conclusion to be drawn from this one storm

for which the comparison can be readily made is that the effect of the ring

current magnetic moment can account for about 30 percent of the maximum

achieved equatorward displacement of the poleward edge of the oval.

We know already that the size of the oval is modulated by the direction

and magnitude of the north-south component of the interplanetary magnetic

field (IMF). The IMF control is independent of the ring current control

discussed here. The study by Holzworth and Meng (1975) shows that the oval

expands by about 0.90 for every I nT increase in the southward component of

the IMF. Thus a 100 disnlacement requires a southward component of only il nT,

which is not a very large value to be associated with a major geomagnetic storm.

It is, therefore, not unreasonable to conclude that in the case of the 11

February 1958 storm the combined effects of the ring current and the IMF

could have brought the poleward edge of the auroral oval southward of the

Canadian border.

-i

I
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D. Polar Cap Off-Set

The radius of the auroral circle varies typically between 15 and 23 degrees

in response primarily to changes in the orientation of the interplanetary

magnetic field (Holzworth and Meng, 1975). The auroral circle is displaced

on the average about 4 degrees in the anti-solar direction from the geomagnetic

pole, but at any time the offset varies typically within 3 degrees from the

average value (Meng et al., 1977).

The geometry is shown in Figure 7.6. The equations on the figure give

the variation in both the radius 0 and the offset 6 as a function of solar
p

wind dynamic pressure Pst, as predicted by the standard magnetospheric scaling

relations. The weak dependence of ep and 6 on pst implies that the commonly

observed variations in 0 and 6 cannot be caused by corresponding variations
P

in p
st

In the course of this work, we have demonstrated that the interplanetary

magnetic field does not exert its main control over the polar cap size through

the modulation of the magnetospheric ring current. We determined that the ring

current required to produce a change in polar cap size comparable to that which

is commonly obsrt-,ed would also produce a large geomagnetic storm (Dst -200y),

which is not commonly observed. (In fact, the calculation was performed

to show that the ring current effect can be important during magnetic storms.)

This result, not unexpectedly, supports the general belief that the variation

in polar cap size results from a net transfer of magnetic flux into the tail

from the dayside, with an associated change in the shape of the magnetosphere.

We note here that the presently existing magnetospheric scaling relations,

which can be used to investigate the effect of the ring current on the polar

cap size, are not able to treat phenomena that entail a change in magnetospheric

"7I~.-
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shape. This result motivated the investigation into two-parameter scaling

relations, which can handle such problems, as is described below.

The anti-sunward displacement of the center of the polar cap with respect

to the geomagnetic pole evidently has its ultimate cause in the sunward-

tailward asymmetry in the magnetosphere itself, which is imposed by the sense

of the solar wind flow.

In thinking of magnet ir ri,,Id I ires in mechanical terms, field lines are

given the attribute of tension. The force by which the solar wind drags out

the magnetosphere to form the geomagnetic tail is then envisioned to be

conmunicated to the earth by the tension in the field lines that connect the

earth and the tail. These are the polar cap field lines. In light of this

conception, which has its basis in the theory of elastic media, it is natural

to suggest that the tajlward displacement in question is a direct consequence

of the tension operating through the polar cap field lines.

The mathematical statement of the hypothesis that the tailward offset

of the polar cap results from the force acting between the earth and the tail

was tre-cted analytically for the case of a two-dimensional interaction. An

offset of the order of 0.4 degrees was obtained this way. The calculated two-

dimensional offset is too small to account for the observations, but the

differences between the two and three-dimensional cases were sufficient to

offer hope that the three dimensional offset could be substantially larger.

The three-dimensional case was then integrated numerically. The result

did not differ materially from the previous two-dimensional case. If the tail

force only Is considered, the offset is an order of magnitude too small. Inter-

estingly, if the dayside force (the Chapman-Ferraro force) is used, the

resulting offset is slightly over 2 degrees, or about 50 percent of the observed

displacement. Since the dayside force is dominated by the dynamic pressure of
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the solar wind, there is here a Justification for ascertaining the degree of

correlation between the polar cap offset and the solar wind dynamic pressure.

Even should the total solar wind force on the boundary account for

roughly half of the polar cap offset, we would conclude the magnetospheric

distortion not directly related to communicating the solar wind force to the

earth must contribute substantially, if not predominantly, to the offset. This

result, like the one relating to the polar cap size, indicates that the magneto-

sphere regularly changes its shape (i.e., degree of distortion) and not merely

its size, in response to change in solar wind conditions. The need t generate

magnetospheric scaling relations to account for changes in shape is thus once

again emphasized.

E. Two-Parameter Scaling Relations

The analysis described above provided the motivation for proceeding to a

specific extension of the magnetospheric scaling relations. We will here briefly

outline the progression this problem made under this contract. We will illustrate

that progress by means of an example which shows that the new approach is well

chosen and that it provides answers to a new class of problems.

When the set of independent variables is restricted to the solar wind

stagnation pressure (i.e., only the normal component of the solar wind force

on the magnetopause) and the planetary magnetic moment (including the ring

current contribution), there is only one combination of independent parameters

that has the dimension of length. The length can be chosen to be the planeto-

centric distance to the subsolar stagnation point, R . It is evident that ifm

a geometry is described by a single scale length, then change in size but not

shape will occur as R changes. This is the underlvlng basis for the "constant

m
, shape" assumption of thu existing sc:al Ing relations.

I
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Many previous studies support the principle that the amount of flux

in the tail is determined primarily by the tangential component of the solar

wind force on the magnetopause, a neglected component in the prior scaling

formalism. Whereas in the prior formalism the independent variable could

be taken to be the solar wind stagnation pressure or the scale size R , sincem

one is uniquely given in terms of the other, in the present formalism one may

choose a solar wind pair of indeperdent variables, namely: the normal and

tangential drags on the magnetopause, or an internal pair of variables, that,

in principle, may be derived from the solar wind pair. We choose R and the
m

magnetic flux in the tail, FT' to be the pair of independent variables. This

choice will serve to extend the previous one-parameter set of scaling relations

to a two-parameter set. The method proceeds as before, only now there are more

parameters out of which to construct the dimensions of the magnetospheric

quntities of interest.

A detailed dimensional argument, the final realization of which permits

the easy application of the method, shows that the new scaling relations take

the same form as the old ones, except that the old scaling constants become

functions of the dimensionless ratio FT R /i M p , where M is the effective

magnetic moment of the planet.

To illstrate the result, consider the magnetospheric quantity B

which is the magnetic field strength inside the magnetopause at the subsolar

stagnation point. In the old formalism B was fixed simply by B2 /21i =
st St st

the stagnation pressure. Or in terms of R , it was given by B = a /R ,3m st o m

where a is known from theoretical calculations performed in the early 1960's
O

by Mead and Beard and by Midgley and Davis. in the new formalism B must be
a(F R /IJM) st

cxpressed in the form B Rt

m
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function of x. Now, typical values of the independent parameters for the

case of earth give FTRm/lJoME - . Thus, in the spirit of going from a prior

formulation characterized, in effect, by the condition FT R mo M = 0 to one

for which the ratio is non-zero but small, we are justified in claiming

improvement if we merely make a Taylor series expansion of the function a(x)

and terminate the series at the linear term. That is, we take

FTRm

a = a + aF
o IoM-E

where a is the old constant and a is a constant that must be determined

by theory or experiment, but once it is fixed it applies to all values of

the independent parameters. From available observations, we estimate th 'ew

term to be about 30 percent of the old one, and with opposite sign. For

example,

a a1FTRm
Bs= R + -- m 70 y - 20 y = 50 y
st m 1M N :i

One of the goals of the present investigation is to improve the determination

of the value of the new constant, both by appropriately tailored data analysis

and by specific model calculations. In the latter, the computer model of Olson

and Pfitzer will be especially valuable.

The result just obtained can be used to answer one of the new class of

questions involving changes in magnetospheric shape: for constant solar wind

stagnation pressure (hence B st= const.), in a flux transfer event, by how

much does R change for unit flux transferred to the tail? Mathematicallym

the answer is

i M a,+ 2i
FT B const 31)oMEao + 2a1FTR

st
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For the estimated value of a, and typical values of the other parameters,

this equation predicts

AF m
F R

m

This result is very different from that obtairod by merely equating the

flux missing from the dayside as a result of a decrease in R to the increasem

in the flux in the tail. The proportionality factor derived based on this

purely kinematical principle is less than 2. The dynamical forces that are

in fact determining the constitution of the tail require a much larger increase

in tail flux for a given decrease in R . The additional flux comes from them

nightside of the magnetosphere and is associated with the observable phenomenon

of the earthward movement of the plasma sheet when the tail flux increases.

[his aspect of the total tail phenomenology was explicitly incorporated in

the mcdl of Coroniti and Kennel (1972). We have here tied down the many model

parameters that result if one tries to construct the various pieces of the

dynamical picture independently and then assemble them.
,'Rm

The observed typical range in ----that results from flux transfer has
m

been shown bv Maczawa (1974) and by Holzer and Slavin (1978) to be 0.1. The

above formula then predicts a typical range for AFT/F T of 0.85, which corresponds
T T

to a polar cap angular radius range from 180 to 250, as is observed.

The method of the two-parameter scaling analysis is now ready for general

exploitation to address questions concerning the energy input rate into the

magnetosphere, and for replacing the old ad hoe electric field scaling relations

by equations properly derived according to the principles described above. The

result will be a set of relations connecting magnetospheric features and processes

to Lfhe independent so,-ar wind parameters tI;lo determine the normal and tangential

drag;o on the magetopause.

A
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